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Preface
As the share of supercomputers in Asia continues to increase, the relevance of
supercomputing merits a supercomputing conference for Asia. Supercomputing Asia
(SCA 2020) was planned to be an umbrella of notable supercomputing events that
promote a vibrant HPC ecosystem in Asian countries. With over 600 speakers, par-
ticipants, and exhibitors already pre-registered to attend, SCA20 was on course to be
the biggest SCA conference yet. It was planned to be held during February 24–27,
2020, at Suntec Singapore Convention and Exhibition Centre. Unfortunately, the
physical conference was canceled due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the
current proceedings contain the list of papers selected under its technical paper
program.
The technical program of SCA19 provided a platform for leaders from both aca-
demia and industry to interact and to discuss visionary ideas, important global trends,
and substantial innovations in supercomputing. SCA19 was attended by over 700
delegates from over 20 different countries. In March 2017, the National Supercom-
puting Centre (NSCC) Singapore hosted the Supercomputing Frontiers (SCF 2017).
NSCC expanded the scope of SCF by embarking on the first Supercomputing Frontiers
Asia (SCFA) technical paper program at SCA 2018. NSCC was established in 2015
and manages Singapore’s first national petascale facility with available HPC resources
to support science and engineering computing needs for academic, research, and
industry communities.
SCFA represents the technical program for SCA 2020, consisting of four tracks:
– Application, Algorithms, and Libraries
– Architecture, Network/Communications, and Management
– Data, Storage, and Visualization
– Programming Models and Systems Software
The submitted papers for the technical papers program went through a rigorous peer
review process by an International Program Committee. A set of eight papers were
finally selected for inclusion in these proceedings. The accepted papers cover a range of
topics including file systems, memory hierarchy, HPC cloud platform, container image
configuration workflow, large-scale applications, and scheduling. I would like thank all
authors for their submissions to this conference. My sincere thanks to all Program
Committee members for doing high-quality and in-depth reviewing of the submissions
and selecting the papers for this year’s program. I would like to thank the conference
organizers for giving me an opportunity to serve this year’s conference as the technical
papers chair. To the readers, please enjoy these proceedings.
April 2020 Dhabaleswar K. (DK) Panda
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File Systems, Storage and
Communication
A BeeGFS-Based Caching File System
for Data-Intensive Parallel Computing
David Abramson(&) , Chao Jin , Justin Luong ,
and Jake Carroll
The University of Queensland, St Lucia, QLD 4072, Australia
{david.abramson,c.jin,justin.luong,
jake.carroll}@uq.edu.au
Abstract. Modern high-performance computing (HPC) systems are increas-
ingly using large amounts of fast storage, such as solid-state drives (SSD), to
accelerate disk access times. This approach has been exemplified in the design
of “burst buffers”, but more general caching systems have also been built. This
paper proposes extending an existing parallel file system to provide such a file
caching layer. The solution unifies data access for both the internal storage and
external file systems using a uniform namespace. It improves storage perfor-
mance by exploiting data locality across storage tiers, and increases data sharing
between compute nodes and across applications. Leveraging data striping and
meta-data partitioning, the system supports high speed parallel I/O for data
intensive parallel computing. Data consistency across tiers is maintained auto-
matically using a cache aware access algorithm. A prototype has been built
using BeeGFS to demonstrate rapid access to an underlying IBM Spectrum
Scale file system. Performance evaluation demonstrates a significant improve-
ment in the efficiency over an external parallel file system.
Keywords: Caching file system  Large scale data analysis  Data movement
1 Introduction
In order to mitigate the growing performance gap between processors and disk-based
storage, many modern HPC systems include an intermediate layer of fast storage, such
as SSDs, into the traditional storage hierarchy. Normally, this fast storage layer is used
to build a burst buffer that stages data access to the disk-based storage system at back-
end [12, 16]. However, adding new tiers into the storage hierarchy also increases the
complexity of moving data among the layers [17, 18].
The burst buffer can be provided on I/O or compute nodes of a cluster. The latter
option, also called a node-local burst buffer [17, 18], equips each compute node with
SSDs to decrease I/O contention to back-end storage servers. This leads to a deep
hierarchical structure [12, 13] that contains, at the very least, a node private burst buffer
and a shared external storage tier. To exploit hardware advances, many innovative
software methods [5, 7, 16–18, 28–31] are proposed to utilize burst buffers efficiently.
The management of node-local burst buffers has not been standardized. Some projects
have investigated its use only for specific purposes, such as staging checkpoint data [7]
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and caching MPI collective I/O operations [5]. Other projects, including BurstFS [28]
and BeeOND [3], create a temporary file system on the private storage of compute
nodes. However, these solutions manage the burst buffer independently of back-end
storage, and programmers need to handle the complexity of moving data between
storage tiers explicitly.
These tiers of persistent storage are typically used for different purposes in an HPC
environment. Normally, the privately-owned internal storage maintains transient data to
achieve faster I/O rates. In contrast, persistent data for long-term usage is stored
externally, often using a parallel file system. Managing both tiers separately increases
programming difficulties, such as maintaining data consistency and worrying the effi-
ciency of moving data between the tiers. In order to bridge these layers, several
challenges need to be addressed. First, the internal storage is isolated to individual
compute nodes. Aggregating these siloed storage devices is necessary to provide
scalable bandwidth for staging data more efficiently. Second, striping data across
compute nodes is essential to accelerate parallel I/O for HPC applications. Third,
programmers should be freed from having to move data explicitly between the storage
tiers. Fourth, exploiting data access patterns through the storage layers can improve the
performance of accessing the external parallel file system.
In this paper, we discuss the integration of the internal and external storage using a
uniform solution. In particular, the paper describes a caching file system that automates
data movement between a node-local burst buffer and a back-end parallel file system. It
is realized by extending an existing parallel file system, BeeGFS [2]. Data access is
unified across the storage layers with a POSIX-based namespace. In addition, the
caching system improves storage performance by aggregating bandwidth of private
storage, and exploiting data locality across the tiers. Furthermore, it increases SSD
utilization by sharing data between compute nodes and across applications. Leveraging
the inherent strengths of BeeGFS, such as data striping and meta-data partitioning, the
caching extension supports high speed parallel I/O to assist data intensive parallel
computing. Data consistency across storage tiers is maintained using a cache-aware
algorithm.
Specifically, this paper presents the following contributions:
• A BeeGFS-based caching file system that integrates node-local burst buffers
seamlessly with the back-end parallel file system;
• A unified data access abstraction that automates data movement and improves I/O
performance by exploiting data locality across storage tiers;
• The caching extension mechanism that leverages parallel file system strengths to
support scalable bandwidth and high-speed parallel I/O on the burst buffer.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work and
our motivation. Section 3 introduces the design and architecture of BeeGFS caching
system. Section 4 presents the implementation details. Section 5 illustrates the per-
formance evaluation of the prototype. Our conclusions follow in Sect. 6.
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2 Background and Related Work
Most HPC systems adopt a hierarchical storage system [17, 18] to make the tradeoff
between performance, capacity and cost. Recently, fast storage, such as SSDs, have
been added between memory and disks to bridge the performance gap. This leads to a
deep hierarchical structure. The top tier, such as the burst buffer [12, 16], provides high
performance data access, and is placed close to compute nodes for containing actively
used data. The bottom tier maintains long-term data persistently using disk-based
solutions to provide high storage capacity. With most existing solutions, the software
systems that manage different layers work separately [17, 18]. Accessing a disk-based
storage tier has been standardized using a parallel file system, such as Lustre [26] and
GPFS [22]. The appropriate way of managing a burst buffer is still under research [17,
18, 28, 29]. Currently, the internal storage layer cannot be directly utilized by most
back-end parallel file systems [17, 18]. There is a lack of automatic data movement
between storage tiers, and this causes a significant overhead to users [17, 18].
2.1 Burst Buffer Overview
Currently, there are two major options to provide a burst buffer, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
With the first option, compute nodes share a standalone layer of fast storage [16, 31,
33]. For example, the DoE Fast Forward Storage and IO Stack project [18] attaches the
burst buffer to I/O nodes. Augmenting I/O nodes using SSDs improves bandwidth
usage for disk-based external storage [31]. Cray DataWarp [10, 15] is a state-of-the-art
system that manages a shared burst buffer, and it stages write traffic using a file-based
storage space. Commands and APIs are supported for users to flush data from the burst
buffer servers to the back-end file system. Data elevator [6] automates transferring data
from the shared fast storage to the back-end servers. In addition, it offloads data
movement from a limited number of burst buffer servers to compute nodes for scalable
data transfer.
Efficiently organizing data for burst buffers has been investigated [29–31]. Data is
typically stored in a log-structured format, while meta-data is managed for efficient
indexing using Adelson-Velskii and Landis (AVL) tree, hash table, or a key-value
store. Optimizing the performance of flushing data to the external storage is critical. I/O
interference can be prevented by leveraging the scalability of distributed SSD array.
Compute nodes:
IO nodes or 
bust buffer servers:
Disk-based storage servers:
Node private burst buffer
Shared burst buffer1
2
Fig. 1. Typical options of attaching a burst buffer.
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Controlling concurrent flushing orders [30] and orchestrating data transfer according to
access patterns [14] have been proposed. SSDUP [23] improves SSD usage by only
directing random write traffic to burst buffers.
With the second option, the burst buffer is privately owned by each compute node
[17, 18]. This approach provides scalable private storage and further decreases I/O
contention to the back-end storage [20]. Presently, the software that manages a node-
local burst buffer is not standardized. There are mainly two ways of utilizing node-local
burst buffers. One approach exploits fast local storage only for specific purposes. For
example, locally attached SSDs are used to cache collective write data by extending
MPI-IO [5], and to build a write-back cache for staging checkpoint data [7]. Another
approach provides a general file system service. Research has shown that deploying a
parallel file system on compute nodes can substantially reduce data movement to the
external storage [34]. Distributed file systems, such as HDFS [24], have explored using
host-local burst buffers to support aggregated capacity and scalable performance. These
solutions are designed mainly for scalable data access, and lack of efficient support for
high performance parallel I/O required by most HPC applications. The ephemeral
burst-buffer file system (BurstFS) [28] instantiates a temporary file system by aggre-
gating host-local SSDs for a single job. Similarly, BeeGFS On Demand (BeeOND) [3]
creates a temporary BeeGFS [1] parallel file system on the internal storage assigned to
a single job. These file system solutions enable sharing a namespace across compute
nodes at front-end, but it is separated from the back-end file system. Therefore, users
have to transfer data between the internal and external storage layers explicitly.
2.2 Uniform Storage Systems for HPC Storage Hierarchy
A few projects share the same goals with our work. UniviStor [27] provides a unified
view of various storage layers by exposing the distributed and hierarchical storage
spaces as a single mount point. UniviStor manages the address space using a distributed
meta-data service and hides the complexity of moving data across storage layers. In
addition, adaptive data striping is supported for moving data in a load balanced manner.
Hermes [13] supports a caching structure to buffer data in the deep memory and storage
hierarchy transparently. With Hermes, data can be moved seamlessly between different
layers, from RAM and SSDs to disks. Hermes places data across storage layers
according to access patterns and supports both POSIX and HDF5 [9] interfaces. In
comparison, our approach takes advantage of an existing parallel file system to achieve
a similar outcome. By extending BeeGFS, we provide a caching system to integrate a
node-local burst buffer seamlessly with an external storage.
2.3 Parallel File System Overview
POSIX-based parallel file systems, such as Lustre [26], GPFS [22], and PVFS [4], are
widely used to manage a disk-based back-end storage system. Typically, parallel data
access and scalable bandwidth are provided by aggregating storage servers. Normally,
data is striped across servers and meta-data is partitioned to accelerate parallel I/O.
BeeGFS [1] is a parallel cluster file system with the POSIX interface. BeeGFS manages
meta-data and files separately and its architecture consists of meta servers, storage
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servers and management servers. BeeGFS transparently spreads data across multiple
servers and scales up both system performance and storage capacity seamlessly.
A single namespace is provided by aggregating all servers. File chunks are maintained
by storage servers, whereas meta servers manage the meta-data, such as directories,
access permission, file size and stripe pattern. Meta-data can be partitioned at the
directory level such that each meta server holds a part of the file system tree. BeeGFS
clients can communicate with both storage and meta servers via TCP/IP based con-
nections or via RDMA-capable networks such as InfiniBand (IB). In addition, data
availability is improved using built-in replication: buddy mirroring.
Managing a node-local burst buffer using a parallel file system can inherently
leverage strengths, such as scalability and parallel data access, to assist data intensive
computing. We extend BeeGFS to provide a caching system that bridges both internal
and external storage tiers seamlessly. With the extension, BeeGFS allows moving data
between the storage layers automatically. In addition, it improves data access perfor-
mance by exploiting data locality across the storage tiers.
3 Design
The target environment consists of a compute cluster at the front-end and a persistent
storage system at the back-end. Each compute node in the cluster is equipped with a
large burst buffer, while the back-end storage system is managed using a POSIX-based
parallel file system. Parallel applications running on compute nodes analyze data stored
in an external file system. In order to decrease the I/O path of directly accessing the
external system, hotspot data can be placed close to processors in the top tier of the
storage hierarchy. Any applications running on the same cluster can access data stored
in the burst buffer to reduce sharing data across programs using the external file system.
Programmers are not required to know the exact location and long-term persistence for
accessed files. In addition, to alleviate the performance gap between processors and
storage, large files should be striped across compute nodes and serviced using parallel
I/O. Moving data between the internal and external storage needs to be scalable with
low I/O contention to avoid unnecessary network traffic.
Fig. 2. The architecture of BeeGFS caching file system.
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To meet these requirements, the fast storage isolated across compute nodes should
be coordinated to provide a scalable caching pool. Each compute node contributes a
part of its private storage and makes it accessible by other nodes. An instance of
BeeGFS is deployed on the compute nodes to aggregate the siloed burst buffer.
Managed by BeeGFS, the burst buffer stages data access for both write and read
operations applied to back-end storage. Specifically, BeeGFS provides a parallel data
service by accessing the targeted data set from an external file system. To improve
performance, BeeGFS maintains most recently accessed files to avoid unnecessary
network traffic and I/O to the back-end.
To provide a caching functionality, BeeGFS keeps track of accessed files. When-
ever a file is requested, BeeGFS first verifies its existence and validity in the internal
storage. In case a request cannot be satisfied due to a cache miss or an invalid copy,
BeeGFS fetches data from the external file system transparently. Moving data, and
examining its validity, are achieved using an on-demand strategy. If any updates need
to be flushed to the external storage, BeeGFS synchronizes the permanent copy
automatically.
Files are cached on compute nodes persistently, and are managed in a scalable
manner by leveraging BeeGFS’s scalability. In addition, BeeGFS organizes files with
data striping and meta-data partitioning across the distributed fast storage to support
high speed parallel I/O. When the free caching space is insufficient, least recently
accessed files are evicted.
With the above design, programmers access files across storage tiers using a single
namespace without worrying the exact data location, while data is committed for long-
term usage automatically. Therefore, programmers are relieved from the complexity of
manipulating data, but instead focusing on algorithm developments.
The architecture of BeeGFS caching system is illustrated in Fig. 2, which consists
of two storage tiers. The top layer manages host-attached SSDs using BeeGFS. The
bottom tier is the external storage cluster hosted by a parallel file system, such as GPFS,
Lustre and others. To achieve the design targets, the following components extend
BeeGFS to support the caching functionality:
• A POSIX-based uniform namespace: a uniform namespace across storage tiers
enables accessing a piece of data regardless of its location. Most HPC applications
rely on a traditional file interface. Therefore, providing a uniform namespace using
the POSIX standard works with existing parallel applications seamlessly.
• Meta-data and data caching: files in the external file system are cached in the
internal storage. BeeGFS maintains a consistent view of the back-end file system
tree in the node-local burst buffer, and keeps track of cached objects by monitoring
the existence and validity for each requested file and directory. It automatizes data
movement across storage tiers, and exploits data locality to reduce unnecessary data
traffic.
• Data access abstraction: moving data from the back-end file system can be achieved
using file sharing. Each data site may be managed using different parallel file
systems. The mechanism of accessing data should be applied to any file systems
compliant with the POSIX standard. All of the data accessing details are hidden
from users by the data access abstraction component.
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• Data consistency: maintaining a coherent view between cached objects and their
permanent copies needs to make an appropriate tradeoff between performance and
consistency. Synchronizing updates should be optimized by avoiding unacceptable
performance degradation.
• Optimization of data movement: moving data between the compute cluster and the
external storage must be optimized with low I/O contention. Data transfer perfor-
mance should be scalable with the number of involved compute nodes. In addition,
data movement must take full advantage of high bandwidth and low latency of the
storage network.
The performance target is to make both read and write operations applied to the
external storage, with a cache hit, match the native BeeGFS on the burst buffer. With a
cache miss, the read performance is restricted by the bandwidth of network and back-
end storage. Accordingly, the extension should not change typical BeeGFS behaviors,
such as high-performance data access, scalable storage capacity, load balancing and
fault tolerance.
3.1 Uniform Namespace
The caching system provides a uniform namespace for accessing both internal and
external files using the POSIX interface. Two sets of data are maintained in the internal
storage: transient files and permanent files. The transient files require no long-term
persistence, while each permanent file has a master copy in the external file system.
Each file is referred using a local name, actually the full path. However, the local name
for a permanent file also helps to identify its master copy in the external file system.
This is achieved by linking an external directory to the internal file system, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. In particular, each BeeGFS instance caches one external directory. The
external director is specified when mounting the BeeGFS instance. The path name of
the external directory is used to construct the external full path for each permanent file.
Assume, a BeeGFS instance is mounted to the local directory /local/mounted that
caches files for an external directory /external/shared. The local file/local/mounted/a.
out has an external copy /external/shared/a.out, the name of which is produced by
concatenating the external path, /external/shared, and the relative path, a.out.
In another words, an internal directory is specified to hold the cache for an external
data set. Actually, multiple external data sets, which may originate from different
external file systems, can be linked to different internal directories. Therefore, the
The mounted directory
The external directory
the rela ve path





Fig. 3. Constructing the external path using the local name.
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POSIX file interface unifies storage access for both the internal burst buffer and
external file systems. From the perspective of users, accessing the cached directory is
no different than accessing other normal directories.
3.2 Caching Model
The caching model manages staging data for both read and write operations applied to
the back-end parallel file system, and hides the details of moving data from users. In
addition, it provides a consistent view on the shared external directory tree across
storage tiers. For each cached object, its permanent copy maintained by the external file
system is treated as the master version. To make an appropriate tradeoff between
improving performance and enforcing data consistency, different strategies are applied
to reading and writing files, and caching the namespace.
Writing files are staged using a write-back policy and reading files adopts a lazy
synchronization method, in order to reduce unnecessary data movement. In contrast,
the namespace is managed using an active strategy that guarantees a consistent global
view across storage tiers. Reading the namespace is realized using an on-demand
policy, while updating it is accomplished with a write-through method. The cache
consistency is not controlled by the external file system, but actively maintained by the
BeeGFS instance.
With the on-demand strategy, each level of the linked directory tree is cached only
when it is traversed. When accessing a directory, all of its children directories are
cached synchronously by duplicating its content to include name, creation time, update
time, permission and size etc. However, files under the accessed directory are initially
cached by only creating an empty position without copying the actual data. Subse-
quently, when the actual data is requested by any client, BeeGFS fetches the content to
replace the empty position. Similar strategies are applied to synchronize updates made
by the external file system.
To keep track of cached files and directories, BeeGFS meta-data, i.e. inode, is
enhanced to include caching state and validity information. In addition, the creation and
update times of the master copy are duplicated for consistency validation, the details of
which is described in Sect. 3.3.
3.3 Data Consistency
The caching layer provides a two-level data consistency model to incorporate the
performance difference between storage tiers. For concurrent data access applied to the
internal storage layer, a strong and POSIX compliant consistency model is inherently
supported by BeeGFS. Concurrent write operations can be coordinated by locking [2].
The caching model enforces data consistency between the cached objects and their
permanent copies. Most scientific applications share data across clusters using a single
writer model [1]. With this scenario, data is typically created by a single writer, even if
it is shared with multiple writers across computer clusters. Accordingly, a weak con-
sistency model is sufficient. The consistency is maintained per file. Validating the
consistency is accomplished by comparing the update time between the cached object
and its permanent copy. We assume each storage cluster uses a monotonically
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increasing clock to identify time for an update operation. In addition, the compute
cluster and the back-end storage cluster may hold different clocks at the same time. The
update time of an external file is denoted as mtime. When creating a cached copy,
mtime is duplicated in its the meta-data, denoted as mtime0. During the lifetime of the
cached object, mtime0 does not change. At the back-end, mtime increases for each
update applied to the permanent copy. Consequently, the validity of a cached object is
examined using Eq. (1).
If mtime0 ¼ mtime; the cached copy is valid:
If mtime0 \mtime; the cached copy is invalid:

ð1Þ
An invalid cached copy means that the master copy has been updated by the
external file system. Therefore, synchronization is achieved by fetching the fresh copy
from the external file system to replace the staled file in BeeGFS. This consistency
semantic allows a single writer to spread its updates between multiple caching
instances that share the same external directory tree.
3.4 Data Movement
Moving data across storage tiers should be parallelized to improve data transfer per-
formance. Actually, data stored in the internal and external storage are both managed
using parallel file systems. Files are striped across multiple servers and are serviced
using parallel data access. Therefore, moving data across storage tiers should take
advantage of both features. Instead of using any intermediate I/O delegates, each
compute node should directly transfer file chunks that are managed by itself to the
back-end storage. With this approach, the number of concurrent data transfer streams is
scalable as the number of system nodes for both read and write operations. This type of
highly parallel data movement can fully utilize the scalable bandwidth of storage
network. In order to decrease I/O contention across files, transferring data can be
ordered per file.
4 Implementation
The current prototype is implemented by augmenting the original meta-data and
storage services. The meta server is extended to 1) keep track of each accessed object,
2) maintain data consistency between cached objects and their master copies in the
external file system, and 3) coordinate staging data in and out of the internal storage.
The storage server is improved to transfer data by leveraging BeeGFS data striping.
The interaction of major caching components is illustrated in Fig. 4.
BeeGFS servers are implemented using C++, while its client is mainly written in C.
BeeGFS clients, meta servers and storage servers communicate messages between each
other using Unix sockets. Both meta and storage severs manage separate tasks using
multiple worker threads. The caching extension expands the existing inode data
structure and adds new messages and worker threads to achieve the design goal. The
original BeeGFS structure is re-used as much as possible.
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With the new BeeGFS caching system, both meta and storage servers are placed on
compute nodes to manage the internal storage. Typically, one storage server is placed
on each compute node, while the number of meta servers is configurable. The mem-
bership of BeeGFS cluster is maintained by a management service.
When mounting a BeeGFS instance, an external directory is linked, and it can be
accessed using the Linux Virtual File System (VFS) interface. BeeGFS services VFS
requests by accessing the external file system. For each VFS request, the BeeGFS client
queries the meta-data service to determine if the target file exists internally. If an
internal copy is valid, the request is serviced as normal. Otherwise, the meta server
initiates moving the requested data to storage servers from the external file system.
4.1 Data Distribution
The caching extension re-uses the existing BeeGFS stripe formula to place all the
chunks of a file across m storage servers in a round robin manner. Each cached file is
uniformly partitioned into n chunks, and the size of each chunk is denoted chunkSize.
The exact stripe formula is shown as Eq. (2):
offset ið Þ ¼ i stripeSetSizeþ serverIndex  chunkSize: ð2Þ
in which stripeSetSize ¼ m chunkSize and offset ið Þ stands for the ith stripe
assigned to a storage server (identified by serverIndex).
4.2 Meta Servers
The meta server coordinates storage servers to move data by adding new messages,
such as CachingFile, and a worker thread CacheEvictor. The data structure that keeps
track of cached objects must be persistent, otherwise, the caching system may become
inconsistent in case of failures. Therefore, the existing BeeGFS data structures are re-
used by leveraging its serialization logic to preserve included caching information
persistently. The BeeGFS inode structure contains essential information, such as an
Linux Virtual File System
BeeGFS Client
The external file system
Synchronization





Fig. 4. The components of BeeGFS caching file system.
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entry id, which is used to identify each file and directory, the placement map for file
chunks, and a feature field used for buddy mirroring. The inode structure is augmented
to include the caching state for each file and directory, and to identify if the cached
object is up-to-date. The feature field is extended to represent two flags: caching and
dirty. The caching flag indicates if the associated file has a copy in the internal storage.
Caching is off means that the file is created just for holding a position or has been
evicted. After all the chunks of a file are duplicated in BeeGFS, caching is set on. The
dirty flag is set when any update is applied to the cached copy. The master copy’s
mtime is also duplicated into inode for verifying the validity of a cached copy.
Namespace Consistency. Namespace coherence is maintained transparently using a
polling approach to detect changes made by the external file system. However, an
aggressive polling approach that periodically verifies the entire cached namespace
causes a significant overhead for a deep directory tree. To implement an on-demand
policy of enforcing consistency, a lazy polling approach is adopted that only examines
the part of file system tree being traversed.
In particular, stat, open, lookup and readdir operations are intercepted. The external
path name is reconstructed to validate the existence of the target item. If any new
directory is detected, its content is cached immediately. For any new file created in the
external directory, an internal entry is instantiated without copying the actual data. In
addition, its caching flag is set off to indicate subsequent synchronization is required.
As described previously, updates applied to the internal directory tree are syn-
chronized with the external file system using a write-through policy. Updates generated
by operations, such as chmod, chgrp, mv, rm etc., are replicated to the back-end file
system simultaneously. For a new file or directory created in BeeGFS caching, the
external file system immediately holds a position for them. But the actual content is
synchronized when required. BeeGFS exclusively partitions meta-data across multiple
meta servers. Updates from different meta servers cause no conflicts.
Verifying namespace consistency changes the default behavior of read only meta-
data operations, such as stat, lookup and readdir. These operations make no changes to
the namespace in the original BeeGFS. However, with the caching extension, these
operations may detect modifications on the external namespace, the synchronization of
which causes updating the namespace cached in the internal storage.
File Consistency. File consistency is maintained by intercepting the open operation.
Upon opening a file, the meta server queries its caching flag for the internal copy. In
case the cached copy is present, its validity is examined using Eq. (1). If necessary, the
master version is copied to replace the local stale one, which is coordinated by the meta
server using a caching request. To avoid conflicts, multiple simultaneous open oper-
ations applied to the same file are serialized by the meta server. With this serialization,
only a single caching request is created for one open operation and all other operations
applied to the same file block until the requested file is ready to access. Synchronizing a
file needs to update chunks that are distributed across storage servers. During the
process, the target file should not be accessed, because its content may belong to
different versions. Therefore, locking is used to protect file synchronization.
The transaction of moving or updating a file typically involves multiple storage
servers. The exact process consists of two stages: 1) notifying all of involved storage
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servers and 2) moving file chunks. In the first stage, a CachingFile message is sent to
all of the involved storage severs. The exact message includes file name, file size, and
data stripe pattern etc. This stage is protected using a read lock. After sending the
request, the second stage waits to start until all of the storage severs respond. At the end
of the first stage, the read lock is released and a write lock is obtained immediately for
the second stage. Both locks prevent other threads from opening the same file for
updates until all the chunks have been successfully synchronized. After the secondary
stage completes, the open operation continues as normal.
Optimization. Identifying an external file requires the concatenation of its internal
path with the name of cached external directory, as illustrated in Fig. 3. However,
reconstructing a path name in BeeGFS is not straightforward. BeeGFS does not keep a
full path for any file or directory. In addition, meta-data for each entry is stored in a
separate object, and each file is identified using its entry id and parent directory.
Therefore, constructing the path name for a file or directory must look up each entry’s
parent backwards by going through a number of separated objects, which is time-
consuming as it may require reloading the entry from storage. To improve the effi-
ciency of verifying data consistency, constructing a path name is accelerated. When
looking up a file from the root level, each parent entry is kept in memory for subse-
quent path construction.
4.3 Storage Servers
To assist file caching, eviction, and synchronization operations, BeeGFS storage ser-
vers are coordinated by the meta server. With file chunk distribution, each storage
server only keeps a part of a cached file, and the storage server maintains each chunk
using a local file. Upon receiving the request of transferring a file, the storage server
creates the working directory on the internal storage and then initiates copying file
chunks. Each storage server transfers data by only accessing a region of the target file
from the external file system, instead of going through the whole file. In order to
improve performance for accessing a file partially, instead of using lseek, read and
write system calls, pread and pwrite are adopted. In addition, storage I/O access to the
external file system must be efficient. The remote file is accessed using the recom-
mended block size, which is detected using stat. Therefore, the exact data transfer is
realized using a block-based algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1.
Buddy Mirror. BeeGFS supports buddy mirroring to improve data reliability. Each
group of buddy mirrors consists of two servers: the primary and secondary, in which
each secondary server duplicates its primary counterpart. When the primary and sec-
ondary copies become inconsistent, it is required to synchronize buddies, which is
called resync.
The caching module takes advantage of buddy mirroring to improve data avail-
ability, which is configurable, and to increase bandwidth for hotspot files. Presently, the
replication for data caching is performed asynchronously such that the primary server
does not wait until the secondary one finishes the caching request. However, the
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caching request must avoid interfering a resync process of buddy mirror. Specifically,
caching requests are serviced until a resync process is completed.
Algorithm 1. The block-based data transform algorithm on the storage server. 
1 procedure BLOCKIO (fileDesc, buffer, len, offset, blocksize, isRead)
2 total  0 
3 bytes  0 
4 while total len do
5 if len – total blocksize then




10 bytes pread (fileDesc, buffer + total, iosize, offset + total)
11 else 
12 bytes pwrite (fileDesc, buffer + total, iosize, offset + total)
13 if bytes  0 then return error
14 total total + bytes
15 return success
4.4 Cache Eviction
When the free caching space is insufficient, some less accessed files should be evicted.
Clean copies that are not updated in the caching, can be deleted directly. In contrast, for
other dirty copies, updates should be flushed to the external file system.
The cache eviction routine is implemented by adding a worker thread,
CacheEvictor, to the meta-data service, which is launched on startup with other worker
threads. This eviction thread periodically selects less accessed files from storage servers
that are low in space and moves them out of BeeGFS to keep available free space as
required. The storage usage report created by the management service is re-used to
detect the whole system storage usage. The management service monitors storage
usage for each server and classifies them into emergency, low and normal capacity
groups. The storage usage report is collected for each storage server periodically and
sent to the meta servers. With this report, a Least Recently Used (LRU) policy is
adopted to make decisions on which files should be moved out. Upon eviction, flushing
dirty copies uses the same block-based data transfer algorithm as described in Sect. 4.3.
A write lock is acquired to guarantee the eviction process is not interrupted by normal
file operations.
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5 Performance Evaluation
The prototype was built on BeeGFS version 6.1 and it was evaluated on the FlashLite
system at the University of Queenland [8]. FlashLite contains large amounts of main
memory and high-speed secondary storage, SSDs. The back-end storage is provided by
an IBM Spectrum Scale (GPFS) system, and all compute nodes communicate with the
GPFS system using the native Network Shared Disk (NSD) protocol [25]. High per-
formance networking, such as Dual rail 56Gbps Mellanox InfiniBand fabric, connects
FlashLite and GPFS servers. Each compute node of FlashLite has the following system
configuration:
• 2  Xeon E5-2680v3 2.5 GHz 12core Haswell processors;
• 512 GB DDR4-2133 ECC LRDIMM memory (256 GB per socket);
• 3  1.6 TB Intel P3600 2.5” NVMe (SSD) drives of internal storage;
• 1 TB RAID 1 system disk;
• 2  Mellanox 56 Gb/s FDR Single Port InfiniBand adapter.
The CentOS 7 operating system, with kernel version 3.10.0–693, is installed on
each node that manages SSDs using a standard ext4 filesystem. The BeeGFS caching
system was deployed for performance evaluation on 6 compute nodes of FlashLite. The
system was installed with one meta server, one management server, and 6 storage
servers. One BeeGFS storage server was placed on each compute node, while one
compute node was selected to run both meta and management servers. The BeeGFS file
system was mounted on each node at/mnt/beegfs for caching a remote directory in
GPFS. RDMA is enabled across the servers using the default BeeGFS OpenTk com-
munication library. File chunk size was set to 512 KB, and a striping pattern RAID0
using four targets of storage server was specified. Buddy mirroring was disabled during
the experiment. Performance was evaluated for both meta-data operations and file data
accesses.
5.1 Meta-Data Performance
The performance of meta-data operations was evaluated using MDTtest [19]. MDTest
measures meta-data performance through a series of create, stat and delete operations
on a tree of directories and files. The operations were conducted in parallel on up to 6
compute nodes, in which each node run one MDTest instance. We compared these
operations for three different situations: GPFS, BeeGFS caching prototype, and the
original BeeGFS system (version 6.1). The vanilla BeeGFS system was installed on the
same set of compute nodes in which the caching prototype was deployed, and was
instantiated with the same configuration. MDTest was configured with a branch factor
of 3, and a depth of 3. The number of items per tree node was set to 100, for a total of
4,000 files/directories per task. Each situation was evaluated using the number of
performed transactions per second as metrics. The averaged value with a standard
deviation was collected.
For read-only meta-data operations, such as stat for files and directories illustrated
in Fig. 5, vanilla BeeGFS performs faster than GPFS, because it is deployed on internal
storage. However, for write-intensive operations, such as creation and deletion of files
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and directories, as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively, GPFS performs better than
vanilla BeeGFS. This is because BeeGFS was created with only one meta-data server,
which is not scalable for highly concurrent meta-data operations.
Overall, the caching prototype performs the worst for both read- and write-intensive
meta-data operations. This is because the caching system not only conducts operations
on internal storage, but also replicates these operations on the back-end storage. Our
prototype performs both operations in a sequential manner, and this degrades perfor-
mance. However, as shown in Sect. 5.2, the performance degradation has a negligible
impact on the speed of accessing data in internal SSDs because meta-data operations
only compose a tiny fraction of data access activities. Future work will investigate how
to improve meta-data operations by maintaining consistency asynchronously.
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Fig. 5. MDTest file and directory stat.
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Fig. 6. MDTest file and directory creation.
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Fig. 7. MDTest file and directory removal.
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5.2 Data Performance
Interleaved or Random (IOR) [10] was performed on the same set of compute nodes to
evaluate the performance of accessing files stored in GPFS via the caching prototype.
We compared two scenarios: cache miss and cache hit, for different file sizes, from
100 MB to 100 GB. One IOR client was placed on each compute node, while up to 6
IOR clients were used during the experiment. When a cache miss occurs, the requested
file is fetched from back-end GPFS, while a cache hit means the requested file already
stays in the BeeGFS caching system. In order to amortize the disturbance of other
workloads present on GPFS, the IOR experiments were repeated over 24 h at hourly
intervals. For testing read operations, the tested files were generated in advance and
flushed out of the internal storage to enforce the behavior of cache-miss. The aggre-
gated bandwidth perceived by multiple IOR clients was collected. The averaged values
with a standard deviation were shown.
Overall, the experiment shows that accessing data from the caching layer is sig-
nificantly faster than directly accessing GPFS for both read and write operations,
regardless of data size. In addition, accessing 100 GB large files delivers higher
bandwidth than 100 MB files due to more efficient sequential operations on both
internal and external storage. The performance of reading data from GPFS and the
caching prototype is shown in Fig. 8, while Fig. 9 illustrates writing performance. The
caching prototype provides scalable data access with the number of clients for both
read and write operations. However, with a cache miss, the BeeGFS caching system is
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Fig. 8. IOR read performance.
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Fig. 9. IOR write performance.
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slower than GPFS because the requested data need to be copied into the internal storage
first before being forwarded to applications. Therefore, the cache miss introduces an
extra overhead in comparison to accessing GPFS directly. Future work will explore
how to overlap data transfer across storage tiers to hide the extra latency for cache miss
cases.
6 Conclusions
In order to improve storage performance, many HPC systems include an intermediate
layer of fast storage, such as SSDs, between memory and the disk-based storage
system. In particular, compute nodes may contain a large amount of fast storage for
staging data access to the back-end storage. Frequently, this layer of node-local burst
buffer is managed independently of the back-end parallel file system. To integrate the
node-local burst buffer seamlessly with the existing storage hierarchy, we extend
BeeGFS to provide a caching file system that bridges both internal and external storage
transparently. Data access to the burst buffer and the back-end parallel file system is
unified using a POSIX-based namespace. Moving data between the internal and
external storage is automated and long-term data persistency is committed transpar-
ently. Accordingly, users are released from the complexity of manipulating the same
piece of data across different storage tiers. In addition, the extension investigates how
to utilize the burst buffer by leveraging the strengths of a parallel file system to
accelerate data-intensive parallel computing. Taking advantage of BeeGFS, scalable
I/O bandwidth is provided by aggregating siloed fast storage, and storage performance
is improved by exploiting data locality across storage tiers. Data striping across storage
servers not only supports high performance parallel IO, but also scales data transfer
between storage tiers. In addition, a block-based algorithm increases the efficiency of
data movement. The performance evaluation demonstrates that BeeGFS caching sys-
tem improves data access significantly over directly accessing GPFS for both temporal
and spatial locality patterns. However, the present prototype imposes additional
overhead on meta-data operations due to maintaining data consistency between storage
tiers synchronously. Our future work will explore how to reduce the extra overhead and
apply the extension mechanism to other general parallel file systems.
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Abstract. Containers offer considerable portability advantages across
different computing environments. These advantages can be realized by
isolating processes from the host system whilst ensuring minimum perfor-
mance overhead. Thus, use of containers is becoming popular in computa-
tional science. However, there exist drawbacks associated with container
image configuration when operating with different specifications under
varying HPC environments. Users need to possess sound knowledge of
systems, container runtimes, container image formats, as well as library
compatibilities in different HPC environments. The proposed study intro-
duces an HPC container workflow that provides customized container
image configurations based on the HPC container maker (HPCCM)
framework pertaining to different HPC systems. This can be realized by
considering differences between the container runtime, container image,
and library compatibility between the host and inside of containers. The
authors employed the proposed workflow in a high performance protein–
protein docking application—MEGADOCK—that performs massively
parallel all-to-all docking calculations using GPU, OpenMP, and MPI
hybrid parallelization. The same was subsequently deployed in target
HPC environments comprising different GPU devices and system inter-
connects. Results of the evaluation experiment performed in this study
confirm that the parallel performance of the container application con-
figured using the proposed workflow exceeded a strong-scaling value of
0.95 for half the computing nodes in the ABCI system (512 nodes with
2,048 NVIDIA V100 GPUs) and one-third those in the TSUBAME 3.0
system (180 nodes with 720 NVIDIA P100 GPUs).
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1 Introduction
Containers that contribute to application portability through process isola-
tion are now being widely used in computational applications. Today, many
researchers run containers in various computing environments such as laptops,
clouds, and supercomputers. Container technology is becoming essential for
retaining scientific reproducibility and availability beyond system differences [1–
3]. However, there remain certain limitations that need to be overcome to facili-
tate accurate configuration of container images for use in high-performance com-
puting (HPC) applications running in multiple HPC environments. This requires
users to understand systems, container runtimes, container image formats, and
their compatibility with those used in HPC environments [4]. In addition, when
an application establishes a message passing interface (MPI) communication
over containers, the MPI library compatibility between the host system and the
inside of the container must be ensured. This makes container deployment diffi-
cult. Therefore, these problems constitute a major obstacle facing the extensive
use of the container technology in HPC environments.
To introduce the container’s techniques and benefits to one of our HPC appli-
cations, MEGADOCK [5], the authors, in this study, propose use of a custom
HPC container image configuration workflow. The said workflow is based on the
HPCCM framework [6] to give users easier way to make containers when consid-
ering the specification differences between the hosts and containers in multiple
HPC environments. Furthermore, we also showed the performance results of
the containers configured using the proposed workflow in the target HPC envi-
ronments with a large-scale dataset for over a million protein–protein pairs of
docking calculations.
Key contributions of this research are listed hereunder.
– A container image configuration workflow for an all-to-all protein–protein
docking application (MEGADOCK) for HPC environments is proposed.
– The workflow provides functions to customize container image configurations
by considering specification differences between target HPC environments
using the HPCCM framework.
– It has been confirmed that the parallel performance of containers configured
using the proposed workflow exceeds a strong-scaling value of 0.95. The con-
tainer was run with more than 2,000 GPUs for docking calculations of over
a million protein–protein pairs.
2 Background
2.1 Containers for HPC Environment
Docker [7] is the most widely used container in general computing environments.
Its usage ranges from personal development to large-scale production systems in
cloud environments. This has been actively developed and great efforts have been
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made to standardize the container specification [8]. This, therefore, becomes a
de-facto standard format of the containers.
However, in Docker’s toolset design, there are several concerns about the per-
formance overhead, operational policies, and affinity for traditional HPC soft-
ware stacks, particularly those related to system privileges [9]. Owing to such
concerns in the HPC community, other container environments have been pro-
posed for use in HPC environments. These include Singularity [10], Shifter [11],
Chariecloud [12], and Sarus [13]. They are operated on HPC systems, and bench-
mark performances of HPC containers indicate that they perform nearly at par
with the bare-metal environment [14–16]. Those container environments provide
similar features, for example, they do not require privileges for users, thereby
solving the security concerns of HPC system policies unlike the general Docker
environment1. In addition, they also support the ‘pull’ function which downloads
a container image from general container registry services (e.g. Docker Hub [17])
and convert it to their own container image format.
Presently, the most emerging container environment in the HPC field is Sin-
gularity [10], which was originally developed by the Lawrence Berkeley National
Lab and subsequently moved to Sylabs Inc. It provides runtime support for host
GPU/MPI libraries to use those from the inside of the containers to meet the
requirements of HPC applications. It also provides original container building
toolsets along with its own registry service. This helps users upload container
images for improving the preservability and portability of the application [18].
These functions make it easy for users to use host GPU devices with GPU-
enabled container images that are available on Docker Hub, Singularity Hub [19],
and NVIDIA GPU Cloud (NGC) [20].
Consequently, the number of HPC systems that provide container environ-
ments is constantly increasing. This is due to the widespread use of Singularity
and other containers; however, there remain several difficulties in the deployment
of containers in HPC environments. Some of these difficulties are described in
the next section.
2.2 Problems of Container Image Configuration Workflow
Figure 1 describes an example of a typical container deployment workflow for
several environments, including HPC systems.
HPC container deployment workflows are generally expected to support both
Docker and Singularity to keep application portability in a wide range of com-
puting environments. However, supporting both container environments from
the level of container image specification (recipe) requires efforts for its mainte-
nance. To this end, Singularity provides functions to download a container image
from general registry services, and this image can be subsequently converted to
Singularity’s image format [10]. Therefore, it is possible to use various container
images including Docker’s images and run them on HPC systems using Singu-
1 The rootless-mode is available from Docker 19.03 (since July 2019).
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Fig. 1. Example of general container deployment workflow
larity. However, deployment of typical HPC applications nonetheless encounters
several problems.
A. Preparation Cost for Container Image Recipe with Host Depen-
dent Library. First, there exists a dependent library problem necessitating
the availability of local libraries for using high-speed interconnects within tar-
get HPC systems. These must be installed within containers. For example,
openib [25], ucx [26] or a similar library needs to be installed in the container if
it is running on the system with InfiniBand [27]. On the other hand, the psm2 [28]
library is required when it runs on the system with Intel Omni-Path [29].
Technically, it is possible to install almost all of the libraries in one container;
however, it is generally not recommended as a best practice for container image
configuration. Because most of the advantages of the containers originated from
its light-weightiness, the containers must be as simple as possible.
B. MPI Library Compatibility for Inter-containers Communication.
Second, if the process in a singularity container uses the MPI library to com-
municate with the process outside of the container, then the Application Binary
Interface (ABI) must be compatible between MPI libraries of the host and con-
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tainer. For instance, it is necessary to install the same (major and minor) version
of the library when OpenMPI [30] older than version 3.0 is used [2].
The problem pertaining to ABI compatibility can be overcome by using latest
releases of MPI libraries, such as MPICH [31] v3.1 (or newer) or IntelMPI [32]
v5.0 (or newer) given that they officially support compatibility between different
library versions. However, users must know what version of MPI libraries are sup-
ported in both host systems and container images. Deployment of containerized
MPI applications to HPC systems nonetheless involves large expenditures.
The above-mentioned problems are major difficulties to be considered when
configuring the container image for the HPC environments.
3 HPC Container Maker (HPCCM) Framework
To solve these difficulties and ease the configuration of container specifications,
use of the HPC Container Maker (HPCCM) framework was proposed by the
NVIDIA corporation [6]. HPCCM is an open source tool to ease generation
of container specification files for HPC environments. HPCCM supports both
the Docker and Singularity specification formats via use of a highly functional
Python recipe. This provides various useful functions to configure container
images along with their application and system dependencies.
FROM nvidia/cuda:10.0-devel-centos7
# Mellanox OFED version 4.6-1.0.1.1







RUN mkdir -p /var/tmp && wget -q -nc --no-check-certifi
mkdir -p /var/tmp && tar -x -f /var/tmp/MLNX_OFED_L
find /var/tmp/MLNX_OFED_LINUX-4.6-1.0.1.1-rhel7.2-x
rm -rf /var/tmp/MLNX_OFED_LINUX-4.6-1.0.1.1-rhel7.2
# OpenMPI version 3.1.3











RUN mkdir -p /var/tmp && wget -q -nc --no-check-certifi
mkdir -p /var/tmp && tar -x -f /var/tmp/openmpi-3.1
cd /var/tmp/openmpi-3.1.3 && ./configure --prefix
make -j$(nproc) && ¥
make -j$(nproc) install && ¥




# Select the base image from repository in Docker Hub
Stage0 += baseimage(image='nvidia/cuda:10.0-devel-centos7')
# Select the version of libraries
ompi_version = USERARG.get('ompi', '3.1.3')
mlnx_ofed_version = USERARG.get('mlnx_ofed', '4.6-1.0.1.1')
# Install the Mellanox OpenFabrics Enterprise Distribution
Stage0 += mlnx_ofed(version=mlnx_ofed_version)















Fig. 2. Sample of HPCCM recipe and generated container specification (Dockerfile)
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Figure 2 shows a sample Python recipe of HPCCM and a generated container
specification in the ‘Dockerfile’ format. HPCCM contains the ‘building blocks’
feature, which transparently provides simple descriptions to install the specific
components commonly used in the HPC community. Additionally, it supports
flexible Python-based code generation functions, including recipe branch and val-
idating user arguments; thus, it provides users with an easy method to generate
the multiple container specifications from the same Python recipe file.
By adopting the HPCCM framework, the cost of container recipe preparation
can be reduced by implementing one Python recipe and setting parameters of
container specifications for HPC environments.
The authors used this HPCCM framework as a base for the proposed con-
tainer deployment workflow for target HPC environments. The following section
provides an overview of the target application and proposed workflow.
4 Container Deployment Workflow for MEGADOCK
Application Using HPC Container Maker
4.1 MEGADOCK: A High Performance All-to-All Protein–Protein
Docking Application
The authors selected MEGADOCK [5] as the proposed container configura-
tion workflow application. MEGADOCK is an all-to-all protein–protein dock-
ing application written in C++/CUDA for use in large-scale computing envi-
ronments. The internal process is based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
calculations for grid-based protein–protein docking using FFT libraries (e.g.
FFTW [22], CUFFT [24]).
Fig. 3. Overview of docking calculations in MEGADOCK 5.0 (under development)
and its OpenMP/GPU/MPI hybrid parallelization
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In the latest implementation of MEGADOCK 5.0, which is under develop-
ment, each docking pair calculation is independently assigned to an OpenMP [23]
thread with CUDA streams [24]. The set of docking pairs is distributed by the
master to workers in a typical master–worker framework implemented in C++
using the MPI library (Fig. 3).
At present, the authors are working toward improving the performance of
the application as well as container portability in multiple environments while
upgrading to the next MEGADOCK version. Currently, Docker images and their
container specifications in the ‘Dockerfile’ format for GPU-enabled environments
are provided to users having access to the MEGADOCK public repository on
GitHub [33]. The authors reported scalable performance when operating those
containers in a cloud environment using Microsoft Azure [34].
However, it is required to solve several container configuration difficulties
when we assume the MEGADOCK application with Singularity containers on
different HPC systems that are presented in previous sections. Therefore, the
authors, in this study, propose use of an HPC container deployment workflow
using the HPCCM framework. The said workflow supports a wide variety of
computing environments and solves deployment problems in HPC systems for
further advancement in this project.
4.2 HPC Container Workflow for MEGADOCK with HPCCM
Figure 4 provides an overview of the proposed container configuration work-
flow for deploying MEGADOCK in different HPC environments while using the
HPCCM framework. Introducing the HPCCM framework in combination with
the MEGADOCK application workflow offers the following advantages.
1. Decreasing the cost of preparing container images
The workflow based on the HPCCM framework supports the configuration
of container specifications in different environments by setting appropriate
parameter values. Additionally, it supports both Docker and Singularity spec-
ification formats. This results in the reduction of management costs for con-
tainer specification files, thereby facilitating continuous integration (CI) of
container workflow.
2. Avoiding library compatibility problems
The workflow provides a clear opportunity to specify the versions of depen-
dent libraries by setting parameter values when container specifications are
generated. Explicit and easy specifications of library versions help in over-
coming problems associated with library compatibility. This is particularly
true in cases where the exact version of the MPI libraries pertaining to the
host HPC system and the inside of the container must match to avoid ABI
compatibility issues.
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Fig. 4. Proposed HPC container deployment workflow for different HPC environments
4.3 Example of User Workflow
First, a user generates a custom container specification for both the target system
and container environment by setting parameter values. Subsequently, the user
builds a custom container image by using the container specification file in local
environment (e.g. laptop, general cluster, etc.).2
Next, the user deploys custom containers to the target system for running
the MEGADOCK application. Here, a user selects a compatible host MPI mod-
ule and loads it while launching containers. The said containers can then com-
municate with processes over Singularity containers. Finally, custom containers
pertaining to the MEGADOCK application distribute docking tasks via MPI
communication in the target HPC system.
5 Evaluation Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the parallel performance of the custom contain-
ers in the target HPC environments. Container images were configured based
2 This process can be skipped if there already exists a custom container image prepared
for the target environment.
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on the workflow proposed in the previous section. Additionally, we conducted
a large-scale experiment involving over a million protein–protein pair docking
calculations requiring a large number of computing nodes of the target HPC
environment.
Target HPC environments used in both experiments correspond to
ABCI (Table 1), located at the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Sci-
ence and Technology, Japan, and TSUBAME 3.0 (Table 2), located at the Tokyo
Institute of Technology, Japan. Both these environments provide Singularity
environments and each computing node equips NVIDIA GPU devices; however,
the systems have different hardware and software specifications.
Table 1. ABCI system hardware specifications
Item Description #
CPU Intel Xeon Gold 6148, 2.4 [GHz] ×2
GPU NVIDIA Tesla V100 for NVLink ×4
Memory 384 [GB]
Local storage NVMe SSD, 1.6 [TB] ×1
Interconnect InfiniBand EDR, 100 [Gbps] ×2
Total number of computing nodes ×1,088
Table 2. TSUBAME 3.0 system hardware specifications
Item Description #
CPU Intel Xeon E5–2680 v4, 2.4 [GHz] ×2
GPU NVIDIA Tesla P100 for NVLink ×4
Memory 256 [GB]
Local storage NVMe SSD, 2.0 [TB] ×1
Interconnect Intel Omni-Path HFI, 100 [Gbps] ×4
Total number of computing nodes ×540
5.1 Experiment 1. Container Deployment for Target HPC
Environment
At first, we prepared custom container images for target environments and tested
their execution performance using a small number of computing nodes with a
benchmark dataset. The experiment aimed at validating the proposed workflow
and ensuring that the custom container functions properly in the target envi-
ronment.
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System and Container Specifications. Specifications of the system software
and container images used during experimentation are listed in Table 3.
Custom container images were prepared to those that are properly configured
with the GPU/MPI libraries so they are compatible with the system modules [21]
provided by the host (Table 3). The NVIDIA container image obtained from
the Docker Hub (nvidia/cuda:10.0-devel-centos7) was selected as a base
image because CUDA-10.0 [24] supports both GPU architectures in the target
environments.3
Additionally, we installed each version of the OpenMPI [30] library by using
different parameters to match the version of the host system module. The depen-
dent libraries for the InfiniBand EDR [27] and the Intel Omni-Path HFI [29] were
installed when necessary.
Table 3. Specifications of system software and container images used in Experiment 1
ABCI TSUBAME 3.0
System software specification
OS CentOS 7.5.1804 SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 SP2
Linux kernel 3.10.0 4.4.121
Singularity [10] singularity/2.6.1 singularity/3.2.1
CUDA [24] cuda/10.0/10.0.130 cuda/8.0.61
OpenMPI [30] openmpi/2.1.6 openmpi/2.1.2-opa10.9
Container image specification
Base image nvidia/cuda:10.0-devel-centos7 nvidia/cuda:10.0-devel-centos7
FFTW [22] fftw-3.3.8 fftw-3.3.8
CUDA [24] cuda-10.0.130 cuda-10.0.130
OpenMPI [30] openmpi-2.1.6 openmpi-2.1.2
Dataset. The dataset used during the experiment corresponds to the ZLab
Docking Benchmark 5.0 [35]. We selected 230 files of the PDB (protein 3-D
coordinates) format data labeled unbound. This was calculated for the protein–
protein docking of the all-to-all (230 × 230 = 52,900) pairs.
Computational Details. The input files are stored in a virtually distributed
shared file system, called BeeGFS On Demand (BeeOND) [36], which is tem-
porarily constructed on the set of non-volatile memory express (NVMe) storages
in computing nodes. The output files are generated for each local NVMe storage
3 The version of loaded CUDA modules were different in each environment; however,
we confirmed that they did not exhibit any significant performance differences.
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upon completion of each protein–protein pair docking calculation. When all cal-
culations are completed, the output files are compressed as a .tar archive and
moved to the global storage.
The measured execution time is obtained using the task distribution frame-
work in MEGADOCK. This indicates the duration time from the start of task
processing to the end of all tasks. The data point in the plot implies that
each execution time is chosen from a median of three executions for the same
calculations.
Fig. 5. Performance results of MEGADOCK docking calculations performed on ZLab
Docking Benchmark 5.0 (all-to-all, 52,900 pairs) dataset in ABCI and TSUBAME 3.0
environments.
Results. Figure 5 depicts the performance results of the docking calculations
using the benchmark dataset in both target environments. In all the docking
calculations, no fatal errors were detected. The demonstration of the proposed
custom container image configuration workflow was considered successful.
On average, the execution of the docking calculations in the ABCI environ-
ment was faster in comparison with that in TSUBAME 3.0 by 1.65 times at
each point. The parallel performance in strong-scaling was found to be 0.964
on ABCI and 0.948 on TSUBAME 3.0 in the comparison of the execution time
when running on 2 nodes versus 64 nodes. There are no significant differences
between the environments in terms of scalability because the dataset used for
this experiment was not sufficiently large.
The results obtained in the ABCI environment, which had four NVIDIA Tesla
V100 devices, demonstrated better performance in comparison with TSUBAME
3.0 that comprised four NVIDIA Tesla P100 devices. This indicates that the per-
formance of FFT-based docking calculations in MEGADOCK are computation-
ally expensive, which heavily depends on the performance of the CUFFT library
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with the NVIDIA GPU, and therefore, the performance is directly affected by
the host GPU device architecture.
5.2 Experiment 2. Performance Evaluation with Large-Scale
Computing Nodes and over a Million Protein–Protein Pairs
Next, we performed a large-scale experiment using a larger number of computing
nodes and over a million protein–protein pairs of docking calculations. To under-
stand the principles of biological systems and elucidate the causes of diseases,
over a million all-to-all protein pairs of docking calculations were considered in
this experiment.
We reserved and used half of the computing nodes of the ABCI system (512
nodes with 2,048 GPUs) and one-third of the TSUBAME 3.0 system (180 nodes
with 720 GPUs) for this experiment. The computational resources for calcu-
lations were supported by the “Grand Challenge” programs, which are open
recruitment programs for researchers, coordinated by AIST and Tokyo Tech,
respectively.
System and Container Specifications. Environmental specifications of the
system hardware were identical to that described for the first experiment. Addi-
tionally, system software and container images were nearly identical to those
corresponding to the first experiment. Several versions of libraries were modi-
fied, but no significant performance impact was observed.
Dataset. We used the dataset from the ZLab Benchmark 5.0 [35], which is
the same as in the first experiment. To validate the large-scale application per-
formance, we simply amplified the set of docking pairs to 25 times larger than
the whole of the original dataset and created a virtual large-scale benchmark
dataset. This dataset includes duplicated protein pairs; however, the docking
calculations in the MEGADOCK application are completely independent of each
other. Therefore, we computed 1,322,500 pairs of protein–protein docking calcu-
lations in total.
Computational Details. The application deployments, storage usage, and
measurement methods are the same as in the first experiment.
As for the number of computing nodes used in each environment, we selected
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 nodes in the ABCI environment, and 90, 120, 150,
and 180 nodes in TSUBAME 3.0. These node counts were set considering the
limitation of reserved computational resources as well as performance predictions
obtained from the previous experiment.
Results. Figure 6 depicts performance results obtained by performing large-
scale docking calculations in the ABCI and TSUBAME 3.0 systems. The scale
of computational resources and dataset size used in this experiment were larger
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Fig. 6. Performance results of the MEGADOCK docking calculations with 1,322,500
pairs of proteins on ABCI and TSUBAME 3.0.
compared to the previous experiment; however, the parallel performance in both
environments was observed to be similar.
The observed execution time equaled 1,657 s when using half the ABCI sys-
tem (512 nodes with 2,048 NVIDIA V100 GPUs) and 7,682 s when using one-
third of the TSUBAME 3.0 system (180 nodes with 720 NVIDIA P100 GPUs).
A direct comparison of the performance in each environment is not warranted
owing to differences between measured data points and computational resources.
However, ABCI clearly demonstrated better overall performance.
The parallel performance in strong-scaling was found to be 0.964 on ABCI
and 0.985 on TSUBAME 3.0 in the comparison of the execution time when run-
ning on each minimum-measured and maximum-measured number of computing
nodes. This indicated that our container application workflow is able to achieve
good scalability on the target HPC environments.
The older version of MEGADOCK required approximately half a day to run
a million protein–protein pairs of docking calculations using the entire TSUB-
AME 2.5 system [5]. However, the latest MEGADOCK version completes over
a million protein–protein docking-pair calculations within 30 min in the latest
HPC environment.
6 Discussion
The proposed workflow considers ABCI and TSUBAME 3.0 as target HPC
environments when deploying Singularity containers because they adopt similar
architectural concepts but different specifications pertaining to both hardware
and software. Thus, the environments are sufficient as targets for a proof-of-
concept of our workflow.
Further, we can easily switch specific dependent libraries in each environ-
ment using the proposed workflow to fill gaps caused by differences in specifica-
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tions. However, the proposed workflow does not cover other gaps, such as those
pertaining to binary optimization of CPU/GPU architectural differences, MPI
communication optimization for network architecture, and other performance
optimization approaches. These features must be included in future implemen-
tations to enhance the utility of the proposed workflow.
7 Conclusion
In this study, the authors incorporated the HPCCM framework into a large-scale
all-to-all protein–protein docking application called MEGADOCK to integrate
the container deployment workflow over multiple HPC systems with different
specifications. The proposed workflow provides users an easy means to config-
ure containers for different systems and offers the flexibility to operate on both
Docker and Singularity container formats. This helps users avoid container diffi-
culties within HPC systems, such as host-dependent libraries and ABI compat-
ibility of MPI libraries.
Further, we evaluated the parallel performance of container execution in
both ABCI and TSUBAME 3.0 systems using a small benchmark dataset and
a virtual large-scale datasets containing over a million protein–protein pairs.
Result demonstrate that the parallel performance achieved exceeds a strong-
scaling value of 0.95 when using half the ABCI system (512 nodes with 2,048
GPUs) and one-third of the TSUBAME 3.0 system (180 nodes with 720 GPUs).
This demonstrates that the latest HPC environment can complete over a million
protein–protein docking calculations within half an hour.
The authors believe that performance results obtained in this study can
contribute to accelerate exhaustive large-scale ‘interactome’ analysis for under-
standing principles of biological systems. Additionally, the authors believe the
proposed workflow would be beneficial for contributing to the portability of sci-
entific achievements.
Code Availability. The entire source code of proposed container workflow and
manual instructions are available in the following GitHub repository.
https://github.com/akiyamalab/megadock hpccm
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Abstract. The Distributed Asynchronous Object Storage (DAOS) is an open
source scale-out storage system that is designed from the ground up to support
Storage Class Memory (SCM) and NVMe storage in user space. Its advanced
storage API enables the native support of structured, semi-structured and
unstructured data models, overcoming the limitations of traditional POSIX
based parallel filesystem. For HPC workloads, DAOS provides direct MPI-IO
and HDF5 support as well as POSIX access for legacy applications. In this paper
we present the architecture of the DAOS storage engine and its high-level
application interfaces. We also describe initial performance results of DAOS for
IO500 benchmarks.
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1 Introduction
The emergence of data-intensive applications in business, government and academia
stretches the existing I/O models beyond limits. Modern I/O workloads feature an
increasing proportion of metadata combined with misaligned and fragmented data.
Conventional storage stacks deliver poor performance for these workloads by adding a
lot of latency and introducing alignment constraints. The advent of affordable large-
capacity persistent memory combined with a high-speed fabric offers a unique
opportunity to redefine the storage paradigm and support modern I/O workloads
efficiently.
This revolution requires a radical rethinking of the complete storage stack. To
unleash the full potential of these new technologies, the new stack must embrace a
byte-granular shared-nothing interface from the ground up. It also has to be able to
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support massively distributed storage for which failure will be the norm, while pre-
serving low latency and high bandwidth access over the fabric.
DAOS is a complete I/O architecture that aggregates SCM and NVMe storage
distributed across the fabric into globally accessible object address spaces, providing
consistency, availability and resiliency guarantees without compromising performance.
Section 2 of this paper describes the challenges that SCM and NVMe storage pose
to traditional I/O stacks. Section 3 introduces the architecture of DAOS and explains
how it integrates with new storage technologies. Section 4 gives an overview of the
data model and I/O interfaces of DAOS, and Sect. 5 presents the first IO500 perfor-
mance results of DAOS.
2 Constraints of Using Traditional Parallel Filesystems
Conventional parallel filesystems are built on top of block devices. They submit I/O
through the OS kernel block I/O interface, which is optimized for disk drives. This
includes using an I/O scheduler to optimize disk seeking, aggregating and coalescing
writes to modify the characteristics of the workloads, then sending large streaming data
to the disk drive to achieve the high bandwidth. However, with the emergence of new
storage technologies like 3D-XPoint that can offer several orders of magnitude lower
latency comparing with traditional storage, software layers built for spinning disk
become pure overhead for those new storage technologies.
Moreover, most parallel filesystems can use RDMA capable network as a fast
transport layer, in order to reduce data copying between layers. For example, transfer
data from the page cache of a client to the buffer cache of a server, then persist it to
block devices. However, because of lacking unified polling or progress mechanisms for
both block I/O and network events in the traditional storage stack, I/O request handling
heavily relies on interrupts and multi-threading for concurrent RPC processing.
Therefore, context switches during I/O processing will significantly limit the advantage
of the low latency network.
With all the thick stack layers of traditional parallel filesystem, including caches
and distributed locking, user can still use 3D NAND, 3D-XPoint storage and high
speed fabrics to gain some better performance, but will also lose most benefits of those
technologies because of overheads imposed by the software stack.
3 DAOS, a Storage Stack Built for SCM and NVMe Storage
The Distributed Asynchronous Object Storage (DAOS) is an open source software-
defined object store designed from the ground up for massively distributed Non
Volatile Memory (NVM). It presents a key-value storage interface and provides fea-
tures such as transactional non-blocking I/O, a versioned data model, and global
snapshots.
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This section introduces the architecture of DAOS, discusses a few core components
of DAOS and explains why DAOS can be a storage system with both high performance
and resilience.
3.1 DAOS System Architecture
DAOS is a storage system that takes advantage of next generation NVM technology
like Storage Class Memory (SCM) and NVM express (NVMe). It bypasses all Linux
kernel I/O, it runs end-to-end in user space and does not do any system call during I/O.
As shown in Fig. 1, DAOS is built over three building blocks. The first one is
persistent memory and the Persistent Memory Development Toolkit (PMDK) [2].
DAOS uses it to store all internal metadata, application/middleware key index and
latency sensitive small I/O. During starting of the system, DAOS uses system calls to
initialize the access of persistent memory. For example, it maps the persistent memory
file of DAX-enabled filesystem to virtual memory address space. When the system is
up and running, DAOS can directly access persistent memory in user space by memory
instructions like load and store, instead of going through a thick storage stack.
Persistent memory is fast but has low capacity and low cost effectiveness, so it is
effectively impossible to create a large capacity storage tier with persistent memory
only. DAOS leverages the second building block, NVMe SSDs and the Storage Per-
formance Development Kit (SPDK) [7] software, to support large I/O as well as higher
latency small I/O. SPDK provides a C library that may be linked into a storage server
that can provide direct, zero-copy data transfer to and from NVMe SSDs. The DAOS
service can submit multiple I/O requests via SPDK queue pairs in an asynchronous
manner fully from user space, and later creates indexes for data stored in SSDs in
persistent memory on completion of the SPDK I/O.
Libfabric [8] and an underlying high performance fabric such as Omni-Path
Architecture or InfiniBand (or a standard TCP network), is the third build block for
DAOS. Libfabric is a library that defines the user space API of OFI, and exports fabric
communication services to application or storage services. The transport layer of
DAOS is built on top of Mercury [9] with a libfabric/OFI plugin. It provides a callback
based asynchronous API for message and data transfer, and a thread-less polling API
for progressing network activities. A DAOS service thread can actively poll network
events from Mercury/libfabric as notification of asynchronous network operations,
instead of using interrupts that have a negative performance impact because of context
switches.
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As a summary, DAOS is built on top of new storage and network technologies and
operates fully in user space, bypassing all the Linux kernel code. Because it is archi-
tected specifically for SCM and NVMe, it cannot support disk based storage. Tradi-
tional storage system like Lustre [11], Spectrum Scale [12], or CephFS [10] can be
used for disk-based storage, and it is possible to move data between DAOS and such
external file systems.
3.2 DAOS I/O Service
From the perspective of stack layering, DAOS is a distributed storage system with a
client-server model. The DAOS client is a library that is integrated with the application,
and it runs in the same address space as the application. The data model exposed by the
DAOS library is directly integrated with all the traditional data formats and middleware
libraries that will be introduced in Sect. 4.
The DAOS I/O server is a multi-tenant daemon that runs either directly on a data
storage node or in a container. It can directly access persistent memory and NVMe
SSDs, as introduced in the previous section. It stores metadata and small I/O in per-
sistent memory, and stores large I/O in NVMe SSDs. The DAOS server does not rely
on spawning pthreads for concurrent handling of I/O. Instead it creates an Argobots [6]
User Level Thread (ULT) for each incoming I/O request. An Argobots ULT is a
lightweight execution unit associated with an execution stream (xstream), which is
mapped to the pthread of the DAOS service. This means that conventional POSIX I/O
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Fig. 1. DAOS system architecture
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block progress of all ULTs on an execution stream. However, because all building
blocks used by DAOS provide a non-blocking user space interface, a DAOS I/O ULT
will never be blocked on system calls. Instead it can actively yield the execution if an
I/O or network request is still inflight. The I/O ULT will eventually be rescheduled by a
system ULT that is responsible for polling a completion event from the network and
SPDK. ULT creation and context switching are very lightweight. Benchmarks show
that one xstream can create millions of ULTs per second, and can do over ten million
ULT context switches per second. It is therefore a good fit for DAOS server side I/O
handling, which is supposed to support micro-second level I/O latency (Fig. 2).
3.3 Data Protection and Data Recovery
DAOS storage is exposed as objects that allow user access through a key-value or key-
array API. In order to avoid scaling problems and the overhead of maintaining per-
object metadata (like object layout that describes locality of object data), a DAOS
object is only identified by a 128-bit ID that has a few encoded bits to describe data
distribution and the protection strategy of the object (replication or erasure code, stripe
count, etc.). DAOS can use these bits as hints, and the remaining bits of the object ID
as a pseudorandom seed to generate the layout of the object based on the configuration
of the DAOS storage pool. This is called algorithmic object placement. It is similar to
the data placement technology of Ceph, except DAOS is not using CRUSH [10] as the
algorithm.
This paper will only describe the data protection and recovery protocol from a high
level view. Detailed placement algorithm and recovery protocol information can be









































Fig. 2. DAOS server side I/O processing
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Data Protection
In order to get ultra-low latency I/O, a DAOS storage server stores application data and
metadata in SCM connected to the memory bus, and on SSDs connected over PCIe.
The DAOS server uses load/store instructions to access memory-mapped persistent
memory, and the SPDK API to access NVMe SSDs from user space. If there is an
uncorrectable error in persistent memory or an SSD media corruption, applications
running over DAOS without additional protection would incur a data/metadata loss. In
order to guarantee resilience and prevent data loss, DAOS provides both replication
and erasure coding for data protection and recovery.
When data protection is enabled, DAOS objects can be replicated, or chunked into
data and parity fragments, and then stored across multiple storage nodes. If there is a
storage device failure or storage node failure, DAOS objects are still accessible in
degraded mode, and data redundancy is recoverable from replicas or parity data [15].
Replication and Data Recovery
Replication ensures high availability of data because objects are accessible while any
replica survives. Replication of DAOS is using a primary-slave protocol for write: The
primary replica is responsible for forwarding requests to slave replicas, and progressing
distributed transaction status.
The primary-slave model of DAOS is slightly different from a traditional replica-
tion model, as shown in Fig. 3a. The primary replica only forwards the RPC to slave
replica servers. All replicas will then initiate an RDMA request and get the data directly
from the client buffer. DAOS chooses this model because in most HPC environments,
the fabric bandwidth between client and server is much higher than the bandwidth
between servers (and the bandwidth between servers will be used for data recovery and
rebalance). If DAOS is deployed for a non-HPC use case that has higher bandwidth
between servers, then the data transfer path of DAOS can be changed to the traditional
model.
DAOS uses a variant of two-phase commit protocol to guarantee atomicity of the
replicated update: If one replica cannot apply the change, then all replicas should





























(a) Replicated write (b) Erasure coding write
Fig. 3. Message and data flow of replication and erasure coding
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However, if a server handling the replication write failed during the two-phase trans-
action, DAOS will not follow the traditional two-phase commit protocol that would
wait for the recovery of the failed node. Instead it excludes the failed node from the
transaction, then algorithmically selects a different node as a replacement, and moves
forward the transaction status. If the failed-out node comes back at some point, it
ignores its local transaction status and relies on the data recovery protocol to catch up
the transaction status.
When the health monitoring system of DAOS detected a failure event of a storage
target, it reports the event to the highly replicated RAFT [14] based pool service, which
can globally activate the rebuild service on all storage servers in the pool. The rebuild
service of a DAOS server can promptly scan object IDs stored in local persistent
memory, independently calculates the layout of each object, and then finds out all the
impacted objects by checking if the failed target is within their layouts. The rebuild
service also sends those impacted object IDs to algorithmically selected fallback
storage servers. These fallback servers then reconstruct data for impacted objects by
pulling data from the surviving replicas.
In this process, there is no central place to perform data/metadata scans or data
reconstruction: The I/O workload of the rebuild service will be fully declustered and
parallelized.
Erasure Coding and Data Recovery
DAOS can also support erasure coding (EC) for data protection, which is much more
space and bandwidth efficient than replication but requires more computation.
Because the DAOS client is a lightweight library which is linked with the appli-
cation on compute nodes that have way more compute resource than the DAOS ser-
vers, the data encoding is handled by the client on write. The client computes the
parity, creates RDMA descriptors for both data and parity fragments, and then sends an
RPC request to the leader server of the parity group to coordinate the write. The RPC
and data flow of EC is the same as replication: All the participants of an EC write
should directly pull data from the client buffer, instead of pulling data from the leader
server cache (Fig. 3b). DAOS EC also uses the same two-phase commit protocol as
replication to guarantee the atomicity of writes to different servers.
If the write is not aligned with the EC stripe size, most storage systems have to go
through a read/encode/write process to guarantee consistency of data and parity. This
process is expensive and inefficient, because it will generate much more traffic than the
actual I/O size. It also requires distributed locking to guarantee consistency between
read and write. With its multi-version data model, DAOS can avoid this expensive
process by replicating only the partial write data to the parity server. After a certain
amount of time, if the application keeps writing and composes a full stripe eventually,
the parity server can simply compute the parity based on all this replicated data.
Otherwise, the parity server can coordinate other servers in the parity group to generate
a merged view from the partial overwritten data and its old version, then computes
parity for it and stores the merged data together with that new parity.
When a failure occurs, a degraded mode read of EC-protected data is more heavy-
weight compared to replication: With replication, the DAOS client can simply switch to
read from a different replica. But with EC, the client has to fetch the full data stripe and
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has to reconstruct the missing data fragment inflight. The processing of degraded mode
write of EC-protected data is the same as for replication: The two-phase commit
transaction can continue without being blocked by the failed-out server, instead it can
immediately proceed as soon as a fallback server is selected for the transaction.
The rebuild protocol of EC is also similar to replication, but it will generate sig-
nificantly more data movement compared to replication. This is a characteristic of all
parity based data protection technologies.
End to End Data Integrity
There are three types of typical failures in DAOS storage system:
• Service crash. DAOS captures this by running the gossip-like protocol SWIM [13].
• NVMe SSD failure. DAOS can detect this type of failure by polling device status
via SPDK.
• Data corruption caused by storage media failure. DAOS can detect this by storing
and verifying checksums.
In order to support end-to-end checksums and detect silent data corruption, before
writing the data to server the DAOS client computes checksums for the data being
written. When receiving the write, the DAOS server can either verify the checksums, or
store the checksums and data directly without verification. The server side verification
can be enabled or disabled by the user, based on performance requirements.
When an application reads back the data, if the read is aligned with the original
write then server can just return the data and checksum. If the read is not aligned with
the original write, the DAOS server verifies the checksums for all involved data
extents, then computes the checksum for the part of data being read, and returns both
data and checksum to the client. The client then verifies the checksum again before
returning data to the application. If the DAOS client detects a checksum error on read,
it can enable degraded mode for this particular object, and either switch to another
replica for the read, or reconstruct data inflight on the client if it is protected by EC. The
client also reports the checksum error back to the server. A DAOS server will collect all
checksum errors detected by local verification and scrubbing, as well as errors reported
by clients. When the number of errors reaches a threshold, the server requests the pool
service to exclude the bad device from the storage system, and triggers data recovery
for it.
Checksums of DAOS are stored in persistent memory, and are protected by the
ECC of the persistent memory modules. If there is an uncorrectable error in persistent
memory, the storage service will be killed by SIGBUS. In this case the pool service
will disable the entire storage node, and starts data recovery on the surviving nodes.
4 DAOS Data Model and I/O Interface
This section describes the data model of DAOS, the native API built for this data
model, and explains how a POSIX namespace is implemented over this data model.
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4.1 DAOS Data Model
The DAOS data model has two different object types: Array objects that allow an
application to represent a multi-dimensional array; and key/value store objects that
have native support of a regular KV I/O interface and a multi-level KV interface.
Both KV and array objects have versioned data, which allows applications to make
disruptive change and rollback to an old version of the dataset. A DAOS object always
belongs to a domain that is called a DAOS container. Each container is a private object
address space which can be modified by transactions independently of the other con-
tainers stored in the same DAOS pool [1] (Fig. 4).
DAOS containers will be exposed to applications through several I/O middleware
libraries, providing a smooth migration path with minimal (or sometimes no) appli-
cation changes. Generally, all I/O middleware today runs on top of POSIX and
involves serialization of the middleware data model to the POSIX scheme of directories
and files (byte arrays). DAOS provides a richer API that provides better and more
efficient building blocks for middleware libraries and applications. By treating POSIX
as a middleware I/O library that is implemented over DAOS, all libraries that build on
top of POSIX are supported. But at the same time, middleware I/O libraries can be
ported to work natively over DAOS, bypassing the POSIX serialization step that has
several disadvantages that will not be discussed in this document. I/O middleware
libraries that have been implemented on top of the DAOS library include POSIX, MPI-
I/O, and HDF5. More I/O middleware and frameworks will be ported in the future to


























Fig. 4. DAOS data model
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4.2 DAOS POSIX Support
POSIX is not the foundation of the DAOS storage model. It is built as a library on top
of the DAOS backend API, like any other I/O middleware. A POSIX namespace can be
encapsulated in a DAOS container and can be mounted by an application into its
filesystem tree.
Figure 5 shows the software stack of DAOS for POSIX. The POSIX API will be
used through a fuse driver using the DAOS Storage Engine API (through libdaos)
and the DAOS File System API (through libdfs). This will inherit the overhead of
FUSE in general, including system calls etc. This overhead is acceptable for most file
system operations, but I/O operations like read and write can actually incur a significant
performance penalty if all of them have to go through system calls. In order to enable
OS-bypass for those performance sensitive operations, an interception library has been
added to the stack. This library will work in conjunction with dfuse, and allows to
intercept POSIX read(2) and write(2) calls in order to issue these I/O operations
directly from the application context through libdaos (without any application
changes).
In Fig. 5, there is a layer between dfuse/interception library and libdaos,
which is called libdfs. The libdfs layer provides a POSIX like API directly on
top of the DAOS API. It provides file and directory abstractions over the native
libdaos library. In libdfs, a POSIX namespace is encapsulated in a container.
Both files and directories are mapped to objects within the container. The namespace
container can be mounted into the Linux filesystem tree. Both data and metadata of the
encapsulated POSIX file system will be fully distributed across all the available storage
Application / Framework
DAOS library (libdaos)
DAOS File System (libdfs)
Interception Library
dfuse
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Fig. 5. DAOS POSIX support
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of the DAOS pool. The dfuse daemon is linked with libdfs, and all the calls from
FUSE will go through libdfs and then libdaos, which can access the remote
object store exposed by the DAOS servers.
In addition, as mentioned above, libdfs can be exposed to end users through
several interfaces, including frameworks like SPARK, MPI-IO, and HDF5. Users can
directly link applications with libdfs when there is a shim layer for it as plugin of
I/O middleware. This approach is transparent and requires no change to the application.
5 Performance
The DAOS software stack is still under heavily development. But the performance it
can achieve on new storage class memory technologies has already been demonstrated
at the ISC19 and SC19 conferences, and first results for the IO500 benchmark suite on
DAOS version 0.6 have been recently submitted [16]. IO500 is a community activity
to track storage performance and storage technologies of supercomputers, organized by
the Virtual Institute for I/O (VI4IO) [17]. The IO500 benchmark suite consists of data
and metadata workloads as well as a parallel namespace scanning tool, and calculates a
single ranking score for comparison. The workloads include:
• IOR-Easy: Bandwidth for well-formed large sequential I/O patterns
• IOR-Hard: Bandwidth for a strided I/O workload with small unaligned I/O transfers
(47001 bytes)
• MDTest-Easy: Metadata operations on 0-byte files, using separate directories for
each MPI task
• MDTest-Hard: Metadata operations on small (3901 byte) files in a shared directory
• Find: Finding relevant files through directory traversals
We have adapted the I/O driver used for IOR and MDTEST to work directly over
the DFS API described in Sect. 4. The driver was pushed and accepted to the upstream
ior-hpc repository for reference. Developing a new IO driver is relatively easy since, as
mentioned before, the DFS API closely resembles the POSIX API. The following
summarizes the steps for implementing a DFS backend for IOR and mdtest. The same
scheme can also be applied to other applications using the POSIX API:
• Add an initialize callback to connect to the DAOS pool and open the DAOS
container that will encapsulate the namespace. A DFS mount is then created over
that container.
• Add callbacks for all the required operations, and substitute the POSIX API with the
corresponding DFS API. All the POSIX operations used in IOR and mdtest have a
corresponding DFS API, which makes the mapping easy. For example:
– change mkdir() to dfs_mkdir();
– change open64() to dfs_open();
– change write() to dfs_write();
– etc.
– Add a finalize callback to unmount the DFS mount and close the pool and
container handle.
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Two lists of IO500 results are published: The “Full List” or “Ranked List” contains
performance results that are achieved on an arbitrary number of client nodes. The “10
Node Challenge” list contains results for exactly 10 client nodes, which provides a
standardized basis for comparing those IO500 workloads which scale with the number
of client nodes [3]. For both lists, there are no constraints regarding the size of the
storage system. Optional data fields may provide information about the number and
type of storage devices for data and metadata; when present in the submissions this
information can be used to judge the relative efficiency of the storage systems.
For the submission to IO500 at SC19 [16], the IO500 benchmarks have been run on
Intel’s DAOS prototype cluster “Wolf”. The eight dual-socket storage nodes of the
“Wolf” cluster use Intel Xeon Platinum 8260 processors. Each storage node is
equipped with 12 Intel Optane Data Center Persistent Memory Modules (DCPMMs)
with a capacity of 512 GiB (3 TiB total per node, configured in app-direct/interleaved
mode). The dual-socket client nodes of the “Wolf” cluster use Intel Xeon E5-2699 v4
processors. Both the DAOS storage nodes and the client nodes are equipped with two
Intel Omni-Path 100 adapters per node.
Figure 6 shows the IO500 IOR bandwidth of the top four storage systems on the
November 2019 edition of the IO500 “10-Node Challenge”. DAOS achieved both the
#1 overall rank, as well as the highest “bw” bandwidth score (the geometric mean of
the four IOR workloads). Due to its multi-versioned data model, DAOS does not
require read-modify-write operations for small or unaligned writes (which generates
extra I/O traffic and locking contention in traditional POSIX filesystems). This property
of the DAOS storage engine results in very similar DAOS bandwidth for the “hard”
and “easy” IOR workloads, and provides predictable performance across many dif-
ferent workloads.
Fig. 6. IO500 10-node challenge – IOR bandwidth in GB/s
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Figure 7 shows the mdtest metadata performance of the top four storage systems on
the November 2019 edition of the IO500 “10-Node Challenge”. DAOS dominates the
overall “md” metadata score (geometric mean of all mdtest workloads), with almost a
3x difference to the nearest contender. This is mainly due to the lightweight end-to-end
user space storage stack, combined with an ultra-low latency network and DCPMM
storage media. Like the IOR bandwidth results, the DAOS metadata performance is
very homogeneous across all the tests, whereas many of the other file systems exhibit
large variations between the different metadata workloads.
DAOS achieved the second rank on the November 2019 “Full List”, using just 26
client nodes. Much better performance can be expected with a larger set of client nodes,
especially for those metadata tests that scale with the number of client nodes. So a
direct comparison with other storage systems on the “Full List” (some of which were
tested with hundreds of client nodes) is not as meaningful as the “10-Node Challenge”.
The full list of IO500 results and a detailed description of the IO500 benchmark
suite can be found at Ref. [16].
6 Conclusion
As storage class memory and NVMe storage become more widespread, the software
stack overhead factors more and more as part of the overall storage system. It is very
difficult for traditional storage systems to take full advantage of these storage hardware
devices. This paper presented DAOS as a newly designed software stack for these new
Fig. 7. IO500 10-node challenge – mdtest performance in kIOP/s
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storage technologies, described the technical characteristics of DAOS, and explained
how it can achieve both high performance and high resilience.
In the performance section, IO500 benchmark results proved that DAOS can take
advantage of the new storage devices and their user space interfaces. More important
than the absolute ranking on the IO500 list is the fact that DAOS performance is very
homogeneous across the IO500 workflows, whereas other file systems sometimes
exhibit orders-of-magnitude performance differences between individual IO500 tests.
This paper only briefly introduced a few core technical components of DAOS and
its current POSIX I/O middleware. Other supported I/O libraries like MPI-I/O and
HDF5 are not covered by this paper and will be the subject of future studies. Additional
I/O middleware plugins based on DAOS/libdfs are still in development. The roadmap,
design documents and development status of DAOS can be found on github [5] and the
Intel DAOS website [4].
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Abstract. The special requirements of HPC have typically been tacked onto
existing cloud infrastructure and practices. As a result, most cloud offerings
aren’t completely optimized for HPC, or aren’t yet feature-complete as far as
traditional supercomputing experience is concerned. This work addresses the
progress made in (1) optimizing the performance of HPC workloads in a cloud
environment, and (2) evolving the usability of cloud HPC environments.
Specifically, this work discusses efforts made to minimize and eliminate the
impact of virtualization on HPC workloads on cloud infrastructure and move
towards a more familiar supercomputing experience. Initial experience with
“cloud-native” HPC is also discussed. In many aspects, this work is inspired by
and impactful for many HPC workloads in many disciplines including earth
sciences and manufacturing.
Keywords: HPC  Cloud  Performance  Scalability
1 Introduction
The advent of cloud computing offers the promise of virtually unlimited resources,
elasticity in scale, available on demand, with the appeal of access to the latest advances
in technology in both hardware and software. The availability, flexibility and elasticity
of cloud computing makes it appealing to a wide variety of workloads, including those
in science and engineering. Many of the problems in the domain of scientific com-
puting generally fall in at least one of the following 2 classes: (1) simulation of
modeled representation of the physical world (computational physics, chemistry,
mechanics, etc.), and (2) analysis of large amount of data (astrophysics, genomics,
etc.). Both classes of problems, but more so the first have special demands on the
computing infrastructure compared to other non-scientific computing workloads.
Hence, many of these computing-intensive scientific computing workloads resort to
“high performance computing (HPC)” primarily to minimize the time to solution or
“time-to-science”.
Cloud infrastructure has had to adapt to meet the “high performance” requirements
of such workloads but mostly as an afterthought. This is primarily due to the fact that
the vast majority of the public cloud as we know it had been built for, and has evolved
out of the demand for consumer applications such as hosting websites, databases,
object storage, content delivery, gaming, etc. Virtualization is one of the key tech-
nologies that has enabled the simulation and pooling of multiple dedicated resources
from limited physical hardware. Hence virtualization is a common technology adopted
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by cloud providers to reduce hardware, save energy and offer more customized
resource options to customers at attractive price points while leveraging the economies
of scale.
Given all its advantages though, virtualization does not come free and incurs
resource overhead. Ultimately, this overhead must be accounted for within the same
pool of physical hardware, leaving slightly reduced resources for the customer work-
load, or worse, noise or interruption adversely impacting the customer workload. This
is in stark contrast to the bare-metal environments the HPC community has been used
to, over decades, by dint of practice and familiarity. This work addresses the progress
made in (1) optimizing the impact of virtualization on HPC workloads in a cloud
environment, and (2) evolving the usability of cloud HPC environments. Specifically,
this work discusses efforts made to minimize and eliminate the impact of virtualization
on HPC workloads on cloud infrastructure and move towards a more familiar super-
computing experience. The impact of such work is felt resoundingly in all industries
that (1) traditionally have always been at the forefront of advancing HPC capabilities,
and (2) are currently undergoing an all-encompassing digital transformation leveraging
cloud computing.
2 Existing Gaps
The special requirements of HPC have typically been tacked onto existing cloud
infrastructure and practices. As a result, most cloud offerings aren’t completely opti-
mized for HPC, or aren’t yet feature-complete as far as traditional supercomputing
experience is concerned. The key gaps are in the areas of:
(1) minimizing and eliminating impact of the virtualization layer (hypervisor),
(2) bare-metal-like representation of the hardware to the workload, and
(3) the HPC software ecosystem.
While the third item concerns more with the readiness and usability of the envi-
ronment, the first two items directly impact the performance of HPC workloads.
The first two “performance” related items can be addressed by truly bare-metal
instances which many cloud providers offer, and which come with a different set of
considerations. Another common theme among cloud providers is that they offer
instances with specific features exposed natively, in as bare-metal a state as possible,
through the virtualization layer. The implementations differ and so do the feature-set
and underlying performance and ease of usage. The “usability” is commonly addressed
through one of two ways: (1) ready-to-use operating system images, preloaded with the
right drivers, packages and applications to use the features out of the box, and
(2) scripts or instructions to enable and use features. Solution approaches to address the
existing gaps as listed above are described in greater detail as follows.
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3 Methods
The optimization performed on the cloud computing platform are described as follows.
3.1 Eliminate “Jitter”
One of the biggest concerns of running an HPC (or any) workload on shared resources
such as on the cloud is that of reduced performance due to a “noisy neighbor”. At least
on the aspect of sharing compute resources, this can be rather trivially addressed by
hosting only 1 customer virtual machine (VM) per compute node. While the economics
of this depends on the specifications of the compute node and the customer workload,
this arrangement makes complete sense for HPC workloads. Compute resource
intensive workloads, such as in HPC and AI, should first scale up (on the same
compute node) before scaling out (to multiple compute nodes). Hence providing a full
compute node per customer VM eliminates the “noisy neighbor” issue.
The issue of minimizing and eliminating the impact of the hypervisor can be
addressed separately for compute and networking. The compute resources allocated to
the hypervisor can be separate from the compute resources allocated to the customer
VM or workload. On Azure, where the hypervisor is essentially a very stripped down
version of Windows Server, this is accomplished using Minroot [1] and CpuGroups
[2]. Minroot is used to constrain and isolate the compute resources (host virtual pro-
cessors) allocated to the hypervisor. CpuGroups is used to group, constrain and isolate
the compute resources (host virtual processors) allocated to the customer VM(s). As
Fig. 1 illustrates, in the case of HPC on Azure HB-series, there is 1 customer VM per
node and the hypervisor resources (physical cores 0–3) are separate from the VM’s
resources (physical cores 4–63). The VM on this 64-core node sees 60 cores divided
across 15 NUMA nodes, isolated from any interference or “jitter” from the hypervisor.
Performance jitter due to noisy neighbors in networking is a different topic but is an
integral one when eliminating jitter holistically from a system. Such “networking jitter”
Fig. 1. Separation and isolation of the hypervisor from the VM to eliminate ‘jitter’.
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can be trivially eliminated in a single node case when there is no inter-node commu-
nication over a network. However this trivial case is not interesting since the compute
hypervisor jitter really manifests and becomes important when involving inter-node
communication at a large enough scale. On Azure, the network jitter is attempted to be
mitigated with the use of a balanced, non-blocking, fat-tree cluster and Adaptive
Routing (AR) on the InfiniBand fabric [10]. With destination-based routing, AR
enables the source node to select alternate paths to the same destination, allowing
congested paths in the network to be avoided. This mitigation of networking jitter is
demonstrated in Fig. 2 where enabling AR improves application (Star-CCM+) per-
formance, particularly at scale on Azure HB-series with improvement up to 17% higher





























Fig. 2. Adaptive routing in the InfiniBand fabric mitigates “networking jitter”.
3.2 Resource Virtualization
The impact of the virtualization on the networking is overcome through Single Root
Input/Output Virtualization (SR-IOV). This technology allows device virtualization
without using device emulation by enabling the PCIe resources to expose virtual
functions (VFs) to virtual components (such as network adapter). This allows the
hypervisor to map VFs to VM(s), which can achieve native device performance without
using passthrough [3]. For HPC on Azure (e.g. HC-series), this is used for the Infini-
Band network. This allows HPC and AI workloads to take advantage of all Message
Passing Interface (MPI) implementations (and other frameworks based on MPI such as
Horovod) and Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) verbs natively. SR-IOV for
InfiniBand allows (1) customers to bring over a familiar (and any) HPC stack to the
cloud, and (2) expose advanced networking features for optimized performance
(HCOLL, SHARP, etc.). Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the native performance of MPI
point-to-point benchmarks – latency and bandwidth. This data is from running the OSU
microbenchmarks with 3 MPI implementations: HPC-X, IntelMPI 2018, MVAPICH2
on Azure HC-series and HB-series for the latency and bandwidth tests respectively.
Complementary to the work above, performance with SR-IOV for InfiniBand had
been shown to be comparable to that of bare-metal InfiniBand [4]. For compute
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resources, there are other challenges with respect to mapping the physical CPU
topology as-is to the virtual representation. This is especially important for chiplet-like
designs with multiple NUMA nodes (or groups of L3-cache). On Azure HB-series and










































Fig. 4. MPI bandwidth near line rate (InfiniBand EDR 100 Gbps).
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resulted in differing performance of different realizations of the same experiment.
Figure 5 is a fictional representation of the “scrambling” of the NUMA node num-
bering in the VM for a 2 socket, 16 NUMA node architecture. Applications may
experience the impact of this in the way of reduced performance when, for instance:
• the data it was sharing with a NUMA node it was assuming to a neighbor is actually
across an inter-socket link, or
• a process pinned to a core in a NUMA node assuming the NIC is affinitized nearby,
attempts to broadcast message elsewhere only to realize that the bandwidth is
reduced on account of the physical NIC being on a far NUMA node.
Having an accurate view of where the workload processes (within the VM) are
running on the physical node is important to plan out proper process placement and
pinning, and eke out optimal performance. This issue is addressed in later version of
the hypervisor which enables deterministic and consistent mapping of the NUMA
nodes from the physical topology to the virtual presentation (pNUMA->vNUMA
mapping). Note that corresponding pCore->vCore mapping at a granular core level is
still ongoing work.
3.3 Software Ecosystem
The above work has been focused on the “performance” aspects of the platform; the
“usability” side of the platform is equally important. Users of supercomputing facilities
are accustomed to seeing pre-configured scientific computing and HPC packages
available as ready-to-use, loadable modules. This greatly reduces the barrier to entry for
new, first time users for such platforms, maintain control over the proliferation of
custom environments, as well as provide some guarantees on function and performance
of the various applications and packages. Spack is gaining popularity among system
Physical Virtual 
Fig. 5. Representation of the challenges of inconsistent NUMA node mapping.
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administrators of such facilities as a flexible package manager to support multiple
versions, configurations, compilers and platforms.
An optimized, performant, and easy to use HPC software ecosystem allows cus-
tomers to get native and designed-for performance right away. To this end, the fol-
lowing are made available on Azure:
(1) optimized VM OS images based on CentOS 7.6 and 7.7, with popular MPI
implementations and scientific computing libraries [5],
(2) an optimized MPI implementation (MVAPICH2-Azure),
(3) native support for Open Container Initiative (OCI) format container images [6],
including Singularity.sif image files
(4) recipes for scientific computing containers [7, 8], and
(5) Spack repo with integrated buildcache on Azure Blob (object storage) [11].
4 Results
The composite result of the progress made in (1) optimizing the performance of HPC
workloads in a cloud environment, and (2) evolving the usability of cloud HPC
environments is illustrated in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9. Figure 6 shows the performance of an
open source reservoir simulator OPM Flow [9]. Expanding beyond the scope of tra-
ditional HPC applications, Fig. 7 shows the advantages offered by RDMA over Infi-
niBand for “big data” workflows leveraging SparkRDMA [12]. Figure 9 shows an
example of running Horovod, a popular distributed AI training framework for Ten-
sorFlow; the efficiency of RDMA over InfiniBand outpacing that of IPoIB even at the
relatively small scales. Both these experiments (Figs. 7 and 8) are performed on the
Azure HC-series, with the Horovod experiment using Intel MPI. Finally Fig. 9 shows
the scaling of a popular CFD application (Star-CCM+) up to 37000 cores on Azure
HB_v2-series. This has now been extended to 57,000 cores which is a record run for
HPC in the cloud.
Fig. 6. Comparison of the runtime for the OPM reservoir simulator on HB with 3 different cases
(0.5 M, 1 M and 6 M) for a combination of nodes and processes per node.
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From an HPC platform perspective, the above work described the optimizations made
for compute and clustered networking to enable not just the traditional HPC workloads,
but also the emerging “big data” and AI workloads. A key piece of the puzzle to
achieve complete parity with on-prem infrastructure, ecosystem and experience is HPC
storage. While there is significant momentum in the convergence of HPC compute and
networking to support the traditional HPC and AI workloads, the storage space appears
to be evolving disjoint requirements and preferences. There may be a “divergence of
HPC and AI” as far as storage is concerned, but this is evolving. There is ongoing work
with “cloud-native” HPC which concerns “cloud-native” orchestration of resources,
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Fig. 9. Scaling of the CFD simulator Star-CCM+ up to 37000 cores.
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Abstract. Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT) is a practical
machine learning method, which has been widely used in various appli-
cation fields such as recommendation system. Optimizing the perfor-
mance of GBDT on heterogeneous many-core processors exposes several
challenges such as designing efficient parallelization scheme and mitigat-
ing the latency of irregular memory access. In this paper, we propose
swGBDT, an efficient GBDT implementation on Sunway processor. In
swGBDT, we divide the 64 CPEs in a core group into multiple roles
such as loader, saver and worker in order to hide the latency of irregular
global memory access. In addition, we partition the data into two gran-
ularities such as block and tile to better utilize the LDM on each CPE
for data caching. Moreover, we utilize register communication for collab-
oration among CPEs. Our evaluation with representative datasets shows
that swGBDT achieves 4.6× and 2× performance speedup on average
compared to the serial implementation on MPE and parallel XGBoost
on CPEs respectively.
Keywords: Gradient Boosted Decision Tree · Many-core processor ·
Performance optimization
1 Introduction
In recent years machine learning has gained great popularity as a powerful tech-
nique in the field of big data analysis. Especially, Gradient Boosted Decision
Tree (GBDT) [6] is a widely used machine learning technique for analyzing mas-
sive data with various features and sophisticated dependencies [17]. GBDT has
already been applied in different application areas, such as drug discovery [24],
particle identification [18], image labeling [16] and automatic detection [8].
The GBDT is an ensemble machine learning model that requires training
of multiple decision trees sequentially. Decision trees are binary trees with dual
c© The Author(s) 2020
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judgments on internal nodes and target values on leaves. GBDT trains the deci-
sion trees through fitting the residual errors during each iteration for predicting
the hidden relationships or values. Thus the GBDT spends most of its time in
learning decision trees and finding the best split points, which is the key hotspot
of GBDT [9]. In addition, GBDT also faces the challenge of irregular memory
access for achieving optimal performance on emerging many-core processors such
as Sunway [7].
Equipped with Sunway SW26010 processors, Sunway TaihuLight is the first
supercomputer that reaches the peak performance of over 125 PFLOPS [4].
The Sunway processor adopts a many-core architecture with 4 Core Groups
(CGs), each of which consists of a Management Processing Element (MPE) and
64 Computation Processing Elements (CPEs) [7]. There is a 64 KB manually-
controlled Local Device Memory (LDM) on each CPE. The Sunway many-core
architecture also provides DMA and register communication for efficient memory
access and communication on CPEs.
In this paper, we propose an efficient GBDT implementation for the Sunway
many-core processor, which is an attractive target for accelerating the perfor-
mance of GBDT with its unique architectural designs. The hotspot of GBDT
can be further divided into two parts: 1) sorting all the feature values before
computing the gains; 2) computing gain for every possible split. To speedup the
hotspot, we partition the data into finer granularities such as blocks and tiles
to enable efficient data access on CPEs. To improve the performance of sorting,
we divide CPEs into multiple roles for pipelining the computation of segment-
ing, sorting, and merging with better parallelism. We evaluate the optimized
GBDT implementation swGBDT with representative datasets and demonstrate
its superior performance compared to other implementations on Sunway.
Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
– We propose a memory access optimization mechanism, that partitions the
data into different granularities such as blocks and tiles, in order to leverage
LDM and register communication for efficient data access on CPEs.
– We propose an efficient sorting algorithm on Sunway by segmenting and sort-
ing the data in parallel and then merging the sorted sequences. During the
sorting and merging, we divide the CPEs into multiple roles for pipelining
the computation.
– We implement swGBDT and evaluate its performance by comparing with
the serial implementation on MPE and parallel XGBoost on CPEs using
representative datasets. The experiment results show 4.6× and 2× speedup,
respectively.
This paper is organized as follows. We give the brief introduction of GBDT
algorithm and Sunway architecture as background in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes
our design methodology for swGBDT. Section 4 shows the implementation details
of swGBDT. In Sect. 5, we compare swGBDT with both serial GBDT implemen-
tation and parallel XGBoost on synthesized and real-world datasets in terms of
performance. Related works are presented in Sect. 6 and we conclude our work
in Sect. 7.
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2 Background
2.1 Sunway Many-Core Processor
The Sunway SW26010 many-core processor is the primary unit in Sunway Tai-
huLight supercomputer. The illustration of the many-core architecture within a
single Core Group (CG) of SW26010 is in Fig. 1. There are four CGs in a single
SW26010 processor. The peak double-precision performance of a CG can be up to
765 GFLOPS, while the theoretical memory bandwidth of that is 34.1 GB/s.
Moreover, the CG is comprised of a Management Processing Element (MPE),
64 Computation Processing Elements (CPEs) in a 8× 8 array and a main mem-
ory of 8 GB. The MPE is in charge of task scheduling whose structure is similar
to mainstream processors, while CPEs are designed specifically for high com-
puting output with 16 KB L1 instruction caches and 64 KB programmable Local
Device Memories (LDMs). There are two methods for memory access from main
memory in the CG to a LDM in the CPE: DMA and global load/store (gld/gst).
DMA is of much higher bandwidth compared to gld/gst for contiguous memory
access. The SW26010 architecture introduces efficient and reliable register com-
munication mechanism for communication between CPEs within the same row
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Fig. 1. The many-core architecture of a Sunway core group.
2.2 Gradient Boosted Decision Tree
The Gradient Boosted Decision Tree is developed by Friedman [6]. The pseudo-
code of GBDT algorithm is presented in Algorithm1 [20]. The training of GBDT
involves values from multiple instances under different attributes and there are
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several hyperparameters in GBDT: the number of trees N , the maximum depth
of tree dmax and the validation threshold of split points β. To store the dataset
of GBDT algorithm, the sparse format [20] is developed to reduce the memory
cost which only stores the non-zero values instead of values of all attributes in
all instances as the dense format. We use the sparse format for swGBDT.
Moreover, as shown in Algorithm 1, GBDT trains the decision trees itera-
tively using the residual errors when the loss function is set to mean squared
error. During each iteration, in order to find the best split points which is the
bottleneck of GBDT, the algorithm needs to search for the maximum gain in
one attribute, which will generate a preliminary split point that is appended to
set P , and finally the best split point will be extracted from the set P with a
validation threshold constant β. Thus the primary process in searching for best
split points are gain computation and sorting. The gain among all instances of
one attribute can be derived from Eq. 1, where GL and GR are the sum of first-
order derivatives of loss function in left or right node respectively, while HL and
HR are the sum of second-order derivatives of loss function in left or right node,
respectively. The first-order and second-order derivatives can be computed from
Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 respectively, where E is the loss function and it is set to be mean
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2.3 Challenges for Efficient GBDT Implementation on Sunway
Processor
In order to implement GBDT algorithm efficiently on Sunway, there are two
challenges to be addressed:
1. How to leverage the unique many-core architecture of Sunway to achieve
effective acceleration. Unlike random forest that each tree is independent of
each other, the computation of each tree in GBDT depends on the result
of the previous tree, which prevents the tree-level parallelism. Therefore, we
need to design a more fine-grained parallel scheme to fully utilize the CPEs
for acceleration.
2. How to improve the efficiency of memory access during GBDT training. The
large number of random memory accesses during GBDT training lead to
massive gld/gst operations with high latency. The poor locality with random
memory access deteriorates the performance of GBDT. Therefore, we need
to design a better way to improve memory access efficiency.
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Algorithm 1. GBDT Algorithm
1: Input: I, d max, β, N
2: Output: T
3: T ← φ
4: for i = 1 → N do
5: Ti ← Tree Init(T)
6: P ← φ
7: N ← RootNode(Ti)
8: A ← GetAttribute(I)
9: for n ∈ N do
10: if d > GetDepth(n) then
11: In ← GetInstance(n)
12: for each A ∈ A do
13: gm ← 0
14: Vn ← GetAttributeValue(A, n)
15: (gm, p) ← MaxGain(In, Vn, A)
16: P ← GetNewSplit(P , (A, gm, p))
17: end for
18: (A∗, g∗m, p∗)← 0
19: for each (A, gm, p)∈ P do
20: if (g∗ < g and g > β) then
21: (A∗, g∗m, p∗)←(A, gm, p)
22: end if
23: end for
24: if g∗m = 0 then
25: RemoveLeafNode(n, N)
26: else
27: (n1, n2) ← SplitNode(n, A∗, p∗)







In this paper, data partitioning and CPE division are used to reduce the time
of memory access through prefetching. For data partition, as shown in Fig. 2,
firstly, we divide the data into blocks evenly according to the number of CPEs
participating in the computation. Then we divide the blocks into tiles according
to the available space of every CPE’s LDM. When calculating the data from a
tile, the DMA is used to prefetch the next tile. That’s how we use the double
buffering to hide the data access delay. When multi-step memory access or multi-
array access are simultaneously needed (such as computing A[i] = B[i] + C[i]
needs access array A, B and C simultaneously), we divide the CPEs into data
cores called loaders and computing cores called savers. Loaders prefetch data and
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then send it to savers for calculating by register communication. Meanwhile, for
the reason that sorting operation is the most time-consuming, we propose an
efficient sorting method. Firstly, we divide the data to be sorted evenly into 64
segments and sort them separately by 64 CPEs to achieve the maximum speedup
ratio. Then we merge the 64 segments by dividing the CPEs into different roles
and levels and register communication. Every 128 bits transferred by register
communication is divided into four 32-bit length part as shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 2. The illustration of bistratal array blocking.
3.2 Data Prefetching on CPE
When there is a N -length big array named ARR participating in calculating,
we firstly partition it into K blocks evenly (normally 64 when the CPE division
in Sect. 3.1 is not needed, otherwise 32), so that every CPE processes a block.
Because normally the processing time of every element in ARR is the same, so
the static partition can achieve load balance. Then every CPE divides its block
into tiles according to its usable LDM size. If the size of a tile is too small, more
DMA transactions will be needed, whereas the size is too large, the tile will not
be able to fit the limit of LDM. As a result, we use the equation T = M∑n−1
0 Pi
to
calculate the number of tiles, in which T denotes the number of tiles, M denotes
the LDM usable space size, n denotes the number of arrays that participate
in the task, Pi denotes the element size of every array. Because the DMA is an
asynchronous operation, it needs no more computation after sending the request,
so it can be paralleled with computations. Thus we use the double buffering to
hide the DMA time. In the beginning, the CPE loads the first tile and sends the
DMA request for prefetching the next tile, then begins calculating. Every time
it finish the calculating of one tile, the next tile has been prefetched by DMA,
so the CPE sends a new DMA transaction for the next uncached tile and begins
calculating the cached tile. That’s how our double-buffering works.
In the training process of GBDT, we will face computing tasks like C[i] =
func(A[B[i]]) which need multi-step memory access. Due to the gld operation in
the second step, the memory access is of high latency and low bandwidth. Mean-
while, all CPEs access memory at the same time will cause the load of memory
controller too heavy. So, we use the CPE division mode at these times, set half
of CPEs as data cores called loader, another half of CPEs as computing cores
called saver because they also need to save the final result to the main memory.
There is a one-to-one relationship between saver and loader. The multiple roles
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Fig. 3. The message formats used in register communication.
of CPEs and data communication are shown in Fig. 4. The loader firstly uses
the data partitioning to prefetch tiles from array B, then uses the gld to get the
value of A[B[i]], finally sends it to its saver by register communication. We use
the communication format in Fig. 3(a). The saver computes the C[i] and saves
C[i] into the buffer and saves the result to the main memory by a DMA request
when fills a buffer.
3.3 Sort and Merge
The sorting of large array is the main hotspot. To make full use of the 64
CPEs and to maximize parallelism, we firstly divide the array evenly into 64
segments, every CPE sorts a segment so that we can get 64 sorted sequences
A0, A1, A2, . . . , A63, then we merge them to get the final result. As shown in
Fig. 5, each round carries out two combined mergence, 32 sorted sequences are
got after the first round, 16 after the second round and so on, 6 rounds are needed
to get the final result. For the reason that unmerged data may be replaced,
as shown in Fig. 6, during every merging round, the data source and destina-
tion must be different. This means that at least two times of memory reading
and writing is needed, reading from source and writing to a temporary location
then reading from the temporary location and writing to the source. If we do
not implement the data reusage through register communication, each round
of merging requires a time of memory reading and memory writing, that are
reading data for merging and writing the result into memory. 6 times of data
reading and writing is needed for 6 rounds of mergence. This will lead to a large
amount of data movements which will cause unnecessary time consumption. In
this paper, we divide the CPEs into different roles and levels and use register
communication to reduce the times of memory reading and writing from six to
two. To achieve this goal, the 6 rounds of mergence is divided into two steps.
The first step only includes the first round of mergence, writes the merged data
into a temporary location. The second step includes all the last 5 rounds of
mergence and writes the final result back to source location. Because the CPEs
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Fig. 4. The multiple roles of CPEs and data communication.
are divided into different roles and levels and compose a pipeline, the merging
results of intermediate rounds are all transmitted by register communication to
CPEs that doing the next rounds’ mergence instead of writing back to memory,
thus only one round of memory reading and writing is needed. The formats of
Fig. 3(b) and (c) are used for register communication.
In the first step, the CPEs are divided into two types, loaders and savers.
Each loader corresponds to a saver, they are in the same row so that register
communication can be directly performed. Every loader reads two sequences
with prefetching method mentioned in Sect. 3.1. Then loaders send the merged
data to its saver through register communication. The roles and data stream
are similar to the left part of Fig. 4, the difference is that in mergence, no gld
is needed and all the data is got by DMA. For the fact that the key of all the
data we will sort is non-negative integers, loaders send a message to its saver
with the key field set to −1 as the flag of data transmitting ended after all the
data is got and merged and sent to its saver. Each saver holds a double buffer,
it saves the data into its buffer every time it receives data from its loader. When
one part of its double buffer is full, it will write the data back to memory by
a DMA request and use another part of the double buffer for data receiving.
When savers receive the data with the value of the key field is −1 which means
the data transmitting is ended, they will write all the remaining data in their
double buffer back to memory and end working.
In the second step, the CPEs are divided into three types, loaders, savers
and workers. A part of CPEs’ hierarchical topology, division and data stream
are shown in the right part of Fig. 4. Workers are set to be in different levels
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Fig. 5. The illustration of sequence merging.
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Fig. 6. The illustration of read-write conflict. (OD denotes the original data and T
denotes the temporary memory)
according to the flow of the data stream, the workers that directly receive data
from loaders are in the lowest level, the worker that directly sends data to the
saver is in the highest level and the level of the others are sequentially increased
according to the flow of the data stream. In Fig. 4, Wn means the level n worker.
Loaders read data of two different sequences from memory and merge them and
then send to the workers in the lowest level through register communication. The
workers of every level receive data from two different lower-level worker and send
the data to a higher-level worker after mergence through register communication.
There is only one highest level worker. It sends the merged data to the saver
instead of other workers. The saver saves the result back to memory. Also we
set key of communication to −1 as the end flag.
4 Implementation
In this section, we present the implementation details of swGBDT, especially
focusing on the gain computation and sorting process which are the major
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hotspots of GBDT. Moreover, we also describe the communication scheme for
CPEs in detail.
4.1 Processing Logic of Gain Computation
As shown in Algorithm 2, to find the best gains, we need to consider every
possible split and compute the gain of every split according to Eq. 1 to find the
best gains. As the GL and GR in the equation are the sum of the g of instances
on the left side and the right side, respectively. HL and HR are the same but
the sum of h. The computation of g and h are shown in Eq. 2 and 3. Naturally,
every feature value is a possible split point, but not all the instances have all the
features. So, there are two ways to handle those instances that do not have the
feature that the split uses. One is to divide the instances without this feature into
the left side, that is assuming the feature values of these instances are smaller
than the split point. Another is to divide them to the right side, that is assuming
the feature values of these instances are bigger than the split point.
Algorithm 2. The Processing Logic of Gain Computation
1: Input: S, fatherGH, missingGH, prefixSumGH, λ
2: Output: Gain
3: if thread id%2 == 0 then
4: for each split ∈ S do
5: REG GET(reg)
6: (f gh, m gh) ← reg
7: r gh ← prefixSumGH[split]
8: (l gain, r gain) ← ComputeTwoGain(f gh, r gh, m gh, λ)
9: if l gain > r gain then
10: Gain[split] ← l gain
11: else




16: for each split ∈ S do
17: reg ←(fatherGH[split], missingGH[split])
18: REG SEND(reg, thread id − 1)
19: end for
20: end if
Through the prefix sum operation, we already know the sum of g/h of the
instance with the feature the split uses for all the possible split. The sum of g/h
of the missing instances has been calculated, too. Thus we can easily calculate
the GL and GR of two kinds of division by simple addition. The sum of g/h of
the father node which is the sum of g/h of all the instances is also known as the
result of the previous iteration. Thus we can get the GL and HL with a simple
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subtraction. So, they are all used as the input of the algorithm. In the algorithm,
we obtain the index of the node that is to be split at first and get father gh value
with the index. Then we calculate the gain of missing instances on the left and
right side, respectively. We only need the larger one and keep the original value if
they are on the left or take the opposite if they are on the right. Since getting the
fatherGH and missingGH are both two-step memory access, we cannot predict
the memory access location of the second step because it depends on the result of
the first step, so the data cannot be load into LDM by DMA easily. This means
gld with high latency is needed. To reduce the performance loss, we divide the
CPEs into loaders and savers. Loaders load the possible split into LDM using
DMA and then get the fatherGH and missingGH with gld. Finally they send
the data to their saver with register communication. Savers receive data, then
compute the gains and write back to memory using DMA.
4.2 Processing Logic of Sorting
For sorting, we need to split the whole sequence to be sorted evenly into
A0, A1, A2, . . . , A63, each element in the sequence consists of two parts: key and
value. It’s a key based radix sort. As the key is a 32-bit integer, the time com-
plexity is O(32/r × n), where r is the number of the bits of the base, that
is, r bits are used for calculation at each round. It can be seen that the larger
the r is, the lower the time complexity is. However, the rounding up operation
leads to the result that when r is set to r0 and is not the factor of 32, the time
complexity is the same with r using a factor of 32 that is the closest to r0 but
smaller than r0. The factors of 32 are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and the capacity of
LDM is 64 KB which can only accommodate up to 16386 32-bit integers. When
r takes 16, 216 = 65536 buckets are needed, the LDM will be exceeded even if
the capacity of each bucket is 1. That is to say, the r can only take 8, so four
rounds are needed to finish sorting. Because every CPE sorts independently, only
64 internally ordered sequences, B0, B1, . . . , B63, are obtained after sorting. 64
sequences are unordered with each other. We need the merging operation to get
the final result.
For merging, we use the loader-saver mode to divide the CPEs in the first
step. For stable sorting, as shown in Algorithm 3, the ith loader reads the data
from B2i and B2i+1 and merges them. We can consider the two sequences as two
queues, the queue with data from B2i calls q0, the queue with data from B2i+1
calls q1. Reading a tile means the data in the tile enqueue the corresponding
queue. Comparing the key of the elements of the two queues continually, only
when the key of the head element of q1 is smaller than that of q0 or q0 is empty
with no more data to be enqueued, q1 can dequeue the head element, otherwise
q0 dequeue the head element. The dequeued element is sent to the corresponding
saver by register communication. Saver saves the received data into buffer and
writes the data into the main memory every the buffer is filled.
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Algorithm 3. The Processing Logic of the Loaders of Mergence
1: Input: sequences, sendto, seg id
2: readbuffer1 ← sequences[seg id[0]].tiles
3: readbuffer2 ← sequences[seg id[1]].tiles
/*refill from memory when readbuff is empty, the refill operation is skipped here*/
4: while Not (readbuffer1.empty And readbuffer2.empty) do
5: send =min(readbuffer1, readbuffer2)
/*get the min item from two buffers and remove it*/
/*if any buffer is empty then directly get from one the other*/
6: REG SEND(send, sendto)
7: end while
8: REG SEND(END, sendto)
In the second step, we use the loader-worker-saver mode to divide the CPEs.
Because the receiver of register communication cannot know the sender, a send-
flag in the message that indicates the sender is needed if there are more than
one sender in the same row or the same column with receiver. But the message
length is only 128 bits, the sum length of key and value is 64 bits. If sender-flag
is added, we can only send a pair of data a time which lower the efficiency. Thus,
we propose a method that each CPE receives data from only one same-row CPE
and one same-column CPE. And for stable sort, we ensure that the data received
from the same-column CPE is in the former sequence than which from the same-
row CPE by a carefully designed communication method. More specifically, the
ith worker in a level receives last-level’s (2i)th intermediate result by register
communication from the same-column CPE and the (2i + 1)th from the same-
row CPE and sends the merged data (the ith intermediate result of this level)
to the i/2th CPE of the next level as shown in Algorithm4. According to the
Algorithm 4. The Processing Logic of the Workers for Mergence
1: Input: sendto
2: No Input and Output
3: REG GETC(colrecv)
4: REG GETR(rowrecv)
5: while row recv! = END And col recv! = END do
6: (send, whichmin) = Min(colrecv, rowrecv)
/*readcache contains two queues, get the smaller item from the front*/
/*if one queue is empty then get the head item from the other one*/
7: REG SEND(send, sendto)
8: if whichmin == 0 then
9: REG GETC(col recv)
10: else
11: REG GETR(row recv)
12: end if
13: end while
14: REG SEND(END, sendto)
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design, when i mod 2 = 0, the data is sent to the same-column CPE, otherwise
to the same-row CPE. Meanwhile, the read buffer of register communication is a
queue with clear-after-reading, we do not need queues for merging. Loaders and
savers work similar to the first step.
4.3 Synchronization Among CPEs
Since the CPE senders and receivers perform register communications according
to the index of the array to be written or to be read and all the communica-
tions are one-to-one communications, no explicit synchronization mechanism is
required. In other words, the whole 128 bits of the message are usable data.
Therefore, our method can make full use of the bandwidth of register communi-
cation and thus improve communication performance.
5 Evaluation
5.1 Experiment Setup
Datasets. To evaluate the performance of our swGBDT, we use 6 datasets from
LIBSVM Data [2] and 4 synthesized datasets named dataset1–4. The details of
the datasets are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The datasets for evaluation.
DataSet Instances Features NNZ
dataset1 779,412 17,293 1,339,361
real-sim 72,309 20,958 3,709,083
news20 19,996 155,191 9,097,916
dataset2 7,245,157 179,232 12,445,475
dataset3 9,206,499 54,357 15,821,051
e2006 16,087 150,360 19,971,015
YearPredictionMSD 463,715 90 41,734,350
rcv1.test 677,399 47,236 49,556,258
dataset4 31,354,632 447,882 53,868,233
SUSY 5,000,000 18 88,938,127
Evaluation Criteria. We conduct our experiments on a CG of Sunway
SW26010 processor. We compare the performance of our swGBDT with serial
implementation on MPE and parallel XGBoost [3] on CPEs. The serial imple-
mentation is the naive implementation of our GBDT algorithm without using
CPEs. We port the popular open source implementation1 of XGBoost for parallel
1 https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost.
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execution on CPEs (with LDM used for better performance). In our experiments,
we set the parameter depth to 6 and the number of trees to 40. All experiments
run in single precision.
5.2 Performance Analysis
We use the average training time of a tree for comparison and use the MPE
version as baseline. The results are shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Table 2, we can
see clearly that swGBDT is the best one on all datasets. Compared to the MPE
version, swGBDT can reach an average speedup of 4.6× and 6.07× for maximum
on SUSY. Meanwhile, compared to XGBoost, we can achieve 2× speedup for
average, 2.7× speedup for maximum. The advantage of swGBDT comes from
the CPEs division that reduces the memory access time.
Fig. 7. The performance of swGBDT and XGBoost on real-world datasets
Fig. 8. The performance of swGBDT and XGBoost on synthesized datasets
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In order to analyse the efficiency of our implementation, we apply the roofline
model [22] to swGBDT on a CG of Sunway processor. Giving a dataset with
m instances and n features, assuming the non-zero numbers is nnz, we store it
in CSC format. N split is the number of possible splits during every training
round. Let Q, W and I represent the amount of data accessed from memory, the
number of floating point operations and the arithmetic intensity [23] respectively.
The calculation of Q, W , I is shown in Eq. 5, 4, 6 respectively.
W = 19.5 ∗ nnz + 37 ∗ n split (4)
Q = 22 ∗ nnz + 32.5 ∗ n split (5)
I =
W
Q ∗ 8bytes = 0.125 +
1.8 ∗ n split − nnz
70.4 ∗ nnz + 104 ∗ n split (6)
In our experiments, in most of the dataset, the n split is about 0.9 of nnz. In
this situation, I = 0.1288, the ridge point of Sunway processor is 8.46, we can see
that the bottleneck of GBDT is memory access. The version without memory
access optimization (the MPE version) gets the I = 0.108. Our optimization
increases the arithmetic intensity for about 20%.
5.4 Scalability
To achieve better scalability, we divide the features into n segments evenly when
the number of CGs is n. The ith CG only stores and processes the ith feature
segment. Each CG computes its 2depth splits and then determines the 2depth best
splits for all, where depth is the depth of the tree currently. As shown in Fig. 9,
we use up to 4 CGs on a processor for evaluating the scalability of swGBDT.
Comparing to one CG, we can reach an average of 8×, 11.5× and 13× speedup
when scaling to 2, 3 and 4 CGs, respectively.
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6 Related Work
6.1 Acceleration for Gradient Boosted Decision Tree
To improve the performance of the GBDT algorithm, on one hand, some of
the recent researches have been making efforts to modify the GBDT algorithm
for acceleration. LightGBM [9] accelerate the time-consuming gain estimation
process by eliminating instances with small gradients and wrapping commonly
exclusive features, which can reduce computation. Later, Biau et al. [1] optimize
the GBDT through combining Nesterov’s accelerated descent [15] for param-
eter update. On the other hand, researches have been trying to transfer the
GBDT to novel accelerators like GPU. Mitchell and Frank [14] implement the
tree construction within GBDT algorithm in XGBoost [3] to GPU entirely to
reach higher performance. Besides, Wen et al. [20] develop GPU-GBDT which
enhance the performance of GBDT through dynamic allocation, data reusage
and Run-length Encoding compression. The GPU-GBDT is further optimized
to ThunderGBM [21] on multiple GPUs which incorporates new techniques like
efficient search for attribute ID and approximate split points. However, those
implementations do not target at Sunway architecture and there have not been
any efficient GBDT algorithm designed to leverage the unique architecture fea-
tures on Sunway to achieve better performance.
6.2 Machine Learning on Sunway Architecture
There have been many machine learning applications designed for Sunway archi-
tecture since its appearance. Most of the previous researches focus on optimiz-
ing neural networks on Sunway. Fang et al. [5] implement convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) on SW26010 which is named swDNN through systematic opti-
mization on loop organization, blocking mechanism, communication and instruc-
tion pipelines. Later, Li et al. [10] introduce swCaffe which is based on the popu-
lar CNN framework Caffe and develop topology-aware optimization for synchro-
nization and I/O. Liu et al. [13] propose an end-to-end deep learning compiler on
Sunway that supports ahead-of-time code generation and optimizes the tensor
computation automatically.
Moreover, researchers have paid attention to optimize the numerical algo-
rithms which are kernels in machine learning applications on Sunway architec-
ture. Liu et al. [12] adopt multi-role assignment scheme on CPEs, hierarchical
partitioning strategy on matrices as well as CPE cooperation scheme through
register communication to optimize the Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication
(SpMV) algorithm. The multi-role assignment and CPE communication schemes
are also utilized by Li et al. [11] who develop an efficient Sparse triangular solver
(SpTRSV) for Sunway. What’s more, Wang et al. [19] improve the performance of
SpTRSV on Sunway architecture through Producer-Consumer pairing strategy
and novel Sparse Level Tile layout. Those researches provide us the inspiration
of accelerating GBDT algorithm for Sunway architecture.
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(a) dataset1 (b) real-sim
(c) news20 (d) dataset2
(e) dataset3 (f) e2006
(g) YearPredictionMSD (h) rcv1.test
(i) dataset4 (j) SUSY
Fig. 9. The scalability of swGBDT.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present an efficient GBDT implementation swGBDT on Sun-
way processor. We propose a partitioning method that partitions CPEs into mul-
tiple roles and partitions input data into different granularities such as blocks
and tiles for achieving better parallelism on Sunway. The above partitioning
scheme can also mitigate the high latency of random memory access through
data prefetching on CPEs by utilizing DMA and register communication. The
experiment results on both synthesized and real-world datasets demonstrate
swGBDT achieves better performance compared to the serial implementation
on MPE and parallel XGBoost on CPEs, with the average speedup of 4.6× and
2× respectively. In the future, we would like to extend swGBDT to run on CGs
across multiple Sunway nodes in order to support the computation demand of
GBDT at even larger scales.
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Abstract. The objective of this research is to investigate the effect of serrations
on quadcopter propeller blades on noise reduction through numerical simula-
tions. Different types of the 5 inch 5030 propellers, such as the standard,
modified and serrated, are tested. The modified propeller has a portion of its
blade’s trailing edge cut off to achieve the same surface area as that of the
serrated blades to ensure a fairer comparison. Three-dimensional simulations
propellers have been performed using an immersed boundary method
(IBM) Navier–Stokes finite volume solver to obtain the velocity flow fields and
pressure. An acoustic model, based on the well-known Ffowcs Williams-
Hawkings (FW-H) formulation, is then used to predict the far field noise caused
by the rotating blades of the propeller. Results show that due to the reduction in
surface area of the propeller’s blades, there is a drop in the thrust produced by
modified and serrated propellers, compared to the standard one. However,
comparing between the modified and serrated propellers with different wave-
length, we found that certain wavelengths show a reduction in noise while
maintaining similar thrust. This is because the serrations break up the larger
vortices into smaller ones This shows that there is potential in using serrated
propellers for noise reduction.
Keywords: Serrated trailing edge  Noise reduction  Propeller  Immersed
boundary method
1 Introduction
Today, renewed attention is being focused on the first aeronautical propulsion device:
the propeller. This is due to the increased use of unmanned air vehicles (UAVs), the
growing market of general aviation, the increasing interest in ultralight categories or
light sport air vehicles, and the growing importance of environmental issues that have
led to the development of all-electric emissionless aircraft. One of the most popular
small aircraft choices (weighing around 250-350 g) nowadays is the quadcopter,
mostly in part due to its low cost, mechanical simplicity and versatile applications.
However, one disturbing problem of propeller-driven aircrafts is their noise, which may
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limit the aircraft’s operation. This can be a serious concern if a UAV wishes to remain
tactical, especially indoors since the audible noise level indoors is much lower.
Reducing propeller’s noise can be achieved by a systematic or novel design of the
propeller’s geometry and aerodynamic characteristics. Most of the research work has
been directed towards conventional engineering strategies to achieve good propeller
designs. For instance, the performance of propellers can be improved by adjusting the
number of blades, diameter, airfoil shape/distribution, chord, pitch distribution and
coning angle [1]. Another method is through the use of contra-rotating propellers [2].
Alternatively, we can look to nature for inspirations. In contrast to conventional
engineering strategies, studies on the application of bio-inspired features in propeller
designs have been initiated recently [3–5]. One example is the owls, which developed
serrated feathers on their wings and downy feathers on their legs that minimize aero-
dynamic noise, giving them silent flight. The serrations give the owl a better ability to
control airflow, therefore allowing it to fly faster and achieve noise reduction at the
same time. Another bio-inspired design is the porous trailing edge [6]. Ziehl-Abegg,
Inc. primarily a ventilator company harnessed this feature by adding winglets to the
blade tip and creating a serrated trailing edge on the rotor blades for achieving a quiet
axial fan (FE2owlet axial fan). This resulted in a significant noise reduction up to
12dBA. However, due to the patent protection, only a few reference works related to
this product can be found from the website. Thus, systematic research work for further
developing a quiet UAV propeller system using this bio-propeller noise reduction
concept is required.
The objectives of the present study are to preliminarily explore this bio-propeller
concept using numerical modelling and further develop a low noise bio-propeller
design strategy which can be used to optimize the propeller’s blade geometry of the
small (<20 cm) quadcopter. We will develop numerical models for calculating the
aerodynamics and aero-acoustic performances of the propeller with focus on biomi-
metic serrated blades design using an in-house 3D Immersed Boundary Method
(IBM) [7] Navier-Stokes solver, coupled with a Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (FW-
H) [8] acoustic code. A systematic analysis will be performed to improve the aero-
acoustic performance of a bio-inspired propeller with a tentative goal of reducing its
acoustic signature. Lastly, experimental validation will be performed to ensure that the
numerical simulations have been performed accurately.
2 Numerical Setup
2.1 Aerodynamic Solver
For our simulations, an immersed-boundary method (IBM) [7] Navier-Stokes numer-
ical solver [9] is used in this study. The reason for using an IBM based solver is
because the blades of the propeller rotate. In some standard grid conforming numerical
solvers which use the Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) [10] formulation, there is a
need to constantly perform grid deformation or remeshing due to the blades’ rotation.
This slows down the solver and affects the quality of the solution. A workaround is
to enclose the propeller in a cylindrical domain and rotate that entire domain. However,
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there is also another problem with regards to the serrated propellers, as it is not trivial
creating meshes in the vicinity of the serrations on the blades.
On the other hand, in IBM, the entire domain is composed of Cartesian grid and our
bodies of interest are “immersed” in this grid, as shown in Fig. 1. To simulate the




¼ u  ruþ 1
Re
r2urpþ fc; ð1Þ
where u is the velocity vector, t is the time, p is the pressure and Re is the Reynolds
number. Equation (1) has been non-dimensionalized using the blade’s velocity (Uref, at
distance of 75% from its root) and mean chord length (c) as the reference velocity and
length respectively.
Out of the different variants of IBM, the discrete forcing approach is chosen
because it is more suitable for our current Reynolds number (Re) of 31,407. This
approach is based on a combination of the methods developed by Yang and Balaras
[11], Kim et al. [12] and Liao et al. [13]. In the scheme, fc is provisionally calculated
explicitly using the 1st order forward Euler and 2nd order Adams Bashforth (AB2)
schemes for the viscous and convective terms, respectively, to give:














where n refers to the time step.
r  u ¼ 0: ð3Þ
Equation (3) is the continuity equation. To solve the modified non-dimensionalized
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (Eq. (1) and Eq. (3)), the finite volume
Fig. 1. Body of interest immersed inside Cartesian grid.
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fractional step method, based on an improved projection method, is used. For the time
integration, the second order AB2 and Crank Nicolson (CN2) discretization are used
for the convective and viscous terms, respectively. For the spatial derivatives, the
convective and viscous terms are discretized using the second order central differencing
on a staggered grid. We solve Eq. (1) and (3) using the fractional step method as
described by Kim and Choi [14], whereby the momentum equation is first solved to
obtain a non-divergence free velocity field. Using this non-divergence free velocity, we
solve the Poisson equation to obtain the pressure field, which in turn updates the
velocity to be divergence free. The open source linear equation solvers PETSc [15] and
HYPRE [16] are used to solve the momentum and Poisson equations respectively. At
this relatively low Re of 31,407, no turbulence modelling is necessary because the flow
is still largely laminar.
2.2 Force Calculations
Due to the fact that the body is not aligned with the Cartesian grid in the IBM, the
forces acting on the bodies are calculated in a different way, as compared to the
standard grid conforming solvers. In this case, we use the forcing term fcn+1 obtained
earlier to calculate the non-dimensional force Fi on the body. More details about this













where V is the volume of the wing.





where V is the volume of the wing.





where c and S refer to the reference wing mean chord length and wing surface area,
respectively.
2.3 Solver Validation
The current IBM solver has been validated many times with different experiments.
Some of the examples are:
1. Plunging wing placed in a water tunnel at a Re of 10,000 with an angle of attack of
20o [17]
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2. Simultaneous sweeping and pitching motion of a hawkmoth-like wing in a water
tunnel at a Re of 10,000 [18].
More details about the validation can be found in the paper by Tay et al. [9].
2.4 Acoustic Solver
We use a permeable form of FW-H equation, wherein the integration surface (a fic-
titious control surface) surrounds the non-linear flow region. This enables representa-
tion of the non-linear flow effects through the surface source terms in the equation [19].
The fictitious control surface onto which the CFD flow variables are projected, is
assumed to be stationary. In the present study, the permeable control surface onto
which the CFD flow variables (namely, pressure and velocity components) are pro-
jected, is assumed to be stationary. Hence, for a stationary control surface with neg-
ligible density fluctuations, the solution for acoustic pressure is given as follows:

































where q0 denotes the ambient fluid density; c0 is the speed of sound; un denotes the dot
product of the velocity vector with the unit normal vector n̂; s refers to the source time
and t is the observer time given as t ¼ sþ r=c0ð Þ; y denotes the source location;
r denotes the source observer distance. The subscripts n and r denote dot products with
the unit vectors in the normal n̂ and radiation r̂ directions respectively. The Farassat 1A
formulation has been used to transfer the time derivatives in the observer time into the
surface integral terms in the FW-H equation, in order to prevent numerical instabilities.
This results in a retarded-time formulation, which is solved using a mid-panel
quadrature method and a source time-dominant algorithm [20]. Once the observer time
pressure history is obtained, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the time series is per-
formed to obtain the sound pressure level in frequency domain.
2.5 Simulation Setup and Grid Convergence Study
In this study, the reference velocity U∞ is chosen as the tangential velocity 75% of the
blade length from the propeller’s root, which is calculated to be 44.77 m/s, with the
blade length = 0.127 m and rotation speed = 9,000 rpm. The reference length is the
average blade’s chord length, which is 0.011 m. This gives a Re of 31,407. The
reduced frequency is given as:
fr ¼ fcU1 ¼ 0:037; ð8Þ
where f and c are the frequency and chord length respectively.
Since the solver is IBM based, only Cartesian grids are used. The size of the
computational domain is 24  24  25 (in terms of non-dimensional chord length c)
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in the x, y and z-directions respectively. The domain varies from -12 to 12, -12 to 12
and 0 to 25 in the x, y and z-directions respectively. The propeller is placed at the x = 0,
y = 0, z = 6 location. Refinement is used in the region near the propeller and this
region consists of uniform grid cells of length dx, which is the minimum grid length
and it gives an indication of the resolution of the overall grid. We perform the simu-
lations in quiescent flow, similar to the experimental setup.
Fig. 2. Comparison of thrust with experiment and at dx = 0.024, 0.018 and 0.012.
Table 1. Average thrust obtained by experiment and at at dx = 0.024, 0.018 and 0.012
Avg thrust/g Experiment dx = 0.024 dx = 0.018 dx = 0.012
87.5 75.2 82.1 89.1
Fig. 3. Isosurfaces plotted at Q criterion = 2 superimposed with pressure contour at
time = 0.12T with dx = a) 0.024, b) 0.018 and c) 0.012.
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For the grid convergence study, we perform simulations at dx = 0.024c, 0.018c and
0.012c, which translate to total grid sizes of 605  605  249, 792  792  307 and
1161  1161  416 respectively. Figure 2 shows the thrust at these resolutions,
together with the average experimental result while Table 1 shows the average thrust
obtained by experiment and simulations. The comparison between the experimental
and numerical thrust improves as the grid resolution increases. Figure 3 shows iso-
surfaces plotted at Q criterion = 2, superimposed with pressure contour at time =
0.12T for different grid resolutions. We observe that as resolution increases, the iso-
surfaces increases due to having more number of grid cells. However, at dx = 0.024,
there is much less isosurfaces as compared to dx = 0.018 and 0.012.
We next move on to the acoustic analysis at different grid resolutions. The sensi-
tivity of CFD grid resolution on acoustic results has been studied for the baseline case.
Further, the effect of different control surfaces on the overall sound pressure level has
been studied to determine the use of appropriate permeable control surface for sub-
sequent analyses of serrated propellers. Figure 4 shows two types of fictitious control
surfaces namely, CS_0 (cylinder without end cap), CS_1 (cylinder with end caps)
employed in the present study which are located at a distance of 1.1R (R is the radius of
the propeller) from the centre of the propeller. Figure 5 shows the observer point
locations at which the acoustic results will be monitored. The control surfaces are
discretized into 42467 and 53044 triangular panels respectively, with finer discretiza-
tion near the downstream end to enable accurate representation of acoustic sources,
especially the contribution from tip vortices. The reason for studying the two surface
types is to understand the effect of end caps (i.e. closure) on acoustic prediction. The
use of open surface avoids wake penetrating the downstream end cap. The quadrupole
source term in the porous FW-H equation has been neglected, since the control surface
is assumed to reasonably contain the non-linear sound sources within it. Also, given
that the propeller speed is subsonic, the effect of non-linear source terms is weaker in
the far-field. However, they will be predominant when the observer point is located
closer to the propeller axis of rotation, in the downstream end due to contributions from
the tip vortices.
Fig. 4. Geometry and mesh of fictitious control surface located at 1.1 R from the center of
propeller (a) CS_0 (b) CS_1.
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From Table 2, it can be observed that grid B furnishes acoustic results that are
closer to the fine grid resolution C. Hence, from these analyses, we decide that the
minimum grid length of 0.018c will be used for all simulations in this study. Running a
case for one period in parallel using 960 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v3 @
2.60 GHz processors takes about 70 h. As for the acoustic part, we used a maximum of
8 processors in parallel for computing the acoustic results at 8 observer locations which
took about 4 h.
3 Experimental Setup
The acoustic and thrust measurements are conducted inside the anechoic chamber
(located at the Temasek Laboratories@National University of Singapore). The pro-
peller is mounted on the ATI mini40 Load Cell SI-20-1, which provides the thrust
measurement, and the microphones are mounted at Points 1-5. The five points are
aligned along a circle of radius, R = 600 mm, with Point 1 directly beneath the pro-
peller and Point 5 directly above the propeller. The rest of the Points 2, 3 and 4 are
spaced out equally along the circumference of the circle at 45° angle between each
Fig. 5. Locations of observer points.
Table 2. Effect of CFD grid on acoustic results.
Control surface Observer position OASPL (dBA)
A (0.024) B (0.018) C (0.012)
CS_0 00 67.68 65.85 66.51
30 67.85 66.44 66.54
45 68.26 66.07 66.74
60 68.15 65.86 66.25
90 67.83 66.33 66.22
CS_1 0 70.77 71.18 72.11
30 70.24 69.92 70.27
45 70.13 70.12 69.68
60 70.37 70.10 70.16
90 69.38 69.54 69.06
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point as seen in Fig. 6. The acoustics and thrust measurements of the 5030 propeller
will be taken at rotation speeds of 9000 rpm, for validation against the numerical data.
The microphones (Brüel & Kjær Model 4953 ½ inch condenser microphone) are
connected to a preamplifier and signal conditioner (Brüel & Kjær Model 2669, and
NEXUS 2690-A, respectively). The analog signal of the microphone was sampled at
fs = 100 kHz by a fast analog-to-digital board (National Instruments PXI 6221). Each
recording consists of 106 samples.
To avoid aliasing, a Butterworth filter was used to low-pass filter the signals at
fLP = 0.499 fs - 1 (49,899 Hz). The corresponding power spectrograms were computed
using a short-time Fourier transform providing a spectral resolution of about 0:1Hz.
Using the microphone sensitivity and accounting for the amplifier gain setting, the
voltage power spectrograms were converted to the power spectrograms of p´/pref,
where p´ is the fluctuating acoustic pressure and pref = 20lPa is the commonly used
reference pressure. Converted to decibels and time averaged, these become sound
pressure level spectra SPL fð Þ, where f is the measured frequency. An A-weighting
correction was applied to the SPL spectra to account for the relative loudness perceived
by the human ear. The corresponding overall sound pressure level (OASPL) is obtained




100:1SPLðf Þdf ; ð9Þ
where fupper is the highest frequency of interest which in this study is 10kHz.
The thrust generated by the propeller is measured by an ATI mini40 load cell SI-
20-1 whose force range and accuracy in the measured direction (Z direction) are 60 N
Fig. 6. Schematic of the experimental setup inside the anechoic chamber
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(6000 g) and ±0.01 N (1 g), respectively. The analog signal of the load cell was
sampled at fs = 5 kHz by a fast analog-to-digital board (National Instruments PXI
6221). Each recording consists of 5  104 samples, the recorded signal is filtered with
a low-pass filter at fLP = 20 Hz and then the mean value of the filtered data is calculated
as the thrust of propeller. A tachometer is used to measure rotational speed of the
propeller.
4 Methodology
The objectives of the present study are to preliminarily explore the serrated bio-
propeller concept using numerical modelling and further develop a low noise bio-
propeller design strategy which can be used to optimize the propeller’s blade geometry
of the small (<20 cm) quadcopter. The general steps of our methodology are:
1. Selection of a baseline propeller for our current study and measurement of its thrust
and acoustic performance experimentally.
2. Use of our in-house numerical aerodynamic and acoustic solver to perform
validation.
3. Re-design the propeller by adding serration to the its blades using CAD software
and perform simulations to evaluate the performance of propellers with different
serration parameters.
4.1 Initial Baseline Propeller Selection and Serrated, Cut-off Propeller
Design
As mentioned earlier, our objective is to reduce the noise signature due to the propellers
of small quadcopters weighing around 250-350 g. Hence, in this study, we have chosen
the 5030 propeller as our baseline case. Each propeller can provide a thrust of around
80 to 90 g, rotating at 9000 rpm, and this give a total thrust of 320-360 g.
Fig. 7. Schematics of saw tooth serration parameters.
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Next, we move on to the serrated propeller design. The saw tooth serrated design is
represented in Fig. 7. The height of each saw tooth is = 2 h and the distance between
each saw tooth peak is k. In accordance with other references [21], the key parameter
often used in literature is the ratio of k/h. In this study, we fix h while varying the value
of k. The values k/h selected are given in Table 3.
In the current design, part of the blade material is removed to create the serrations.
This is different from the method used by some other studies [21], whereby the ser-
rations are added onto the blades of the propeller. Due to the reduction in the surface
area of the blades, it would not be fair to simply compare the baseline with the serrated
propellers, even when using force coefficients which takes into account the surface
area. Hence, a special type of propeller known as the cut-off propeller is created, as
shown in Fig. 8. It has approximately the same surface area as the serrated propellers.
One concern is that this modification changes the profile of the propeller’s blade.
However, this is inevitable because the adding of serrations modifies the propeller
blade’s profile as well. Hence, we will be comparing the serrated propellers with the
baseline and cut-off propellers for a more comprehensive analysis.
5 Results and Discussions
5.1 Force Comparison
Figure 9 shows the thrust of the propellers over one period while Table 4 shows the
average thrust. The experimental result is also given for comparison. Due to cost and
time constraint, only two of the better performing serrated propellers have been 3D
printed for validations.
Table 3. Range of k/h selected
k/h 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 2
Fig. 8. Frontal CAD view of the cut-off propeller.
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Comparing between the surface area of the baseline and cut-off propellers, there is a
12.8% decrease in surface area. The serrated propellers have similar surface areas as the
cut-off propeller. The average thrust of the cut-off propeller is 16.2% lower than that of
the baseline case. Hence, the drop in thrust is higher than the surface area. However, we
must also understand that the cut-off is simply a shortcut alternative to compare
between serrated and unserrated propellers of similar area. It is not an aerodynamically
ideal design and therefore will generate a lower than expected thrust. Moreover, thrust
increase or decrease is usually exponential, instead of linear.
If we compare the cut-off propeller with the serrated ones, we observe that there can
be a drop or increase in the thrust, although the surface areas of these propellers are
similar. These vary from -2.7 to -11.7%.
5.2 Flow Visualizations
We now turned our attention to the comparison of the baseline, cut-off and serrated
propellers. The k/h = 1 serrated propeller is chosen since it gives the highest thrust.
Similar to the previous comparison, there is only minor difference in the surface
pressure distribution on the propellers. The key differences in this case lies in the vortex
shedding at the trailing edge. As shown on the circled regions in Fig. 10, the serrated
Fig. 9. Thrust generated by different propellers over one period.
Table 4. Surface area and average thrust generated by the different propellers
Baseline Cut-off k/h = 0.5 k/h = 0.75 k/h = 1 k/h = 1.25
Surface area/cm2 15.6 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.4 13.6
Average numerical thrust/g 80.4 67.4 65.6 61.6 62.5 59.5
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propeller tends to produce elongated, narrow and long vortices. It has been mentioned
in some papers that the serration breaks up the larger vortices into smaller ones, and
this in turn reduces the noise level of the propeller. This is because larger vortices are
more energetic and they created larger pressure fluctuations during shedding.
5.3 Acoustic Analysis
We now present the results for propellers with various serrated trailing edge configu-
rations. Table 5 presents the OASPL values at an observer distance of 10R from the
propeller hub. In all the cases, the height of serration is fixed while the amplitude of
serrations is varied to study the influence of trailing edge serrations on the acoustic
field. Owing to computational time, the CFD results are extracted for one cycle after
steady state convergence is achieved, followed by acoustic analysis. Figure 11 presents
the plot of overall sound pressure level (dBA) for various serrated configurations at
various observer locations. In general, the effect of including serrations at the trailing
edge reduced noise level, especially in the vicinity of the downstream end. As evi-
denced in the isosurface plots in Fig. 10, the propeller with (k/h = 1) reduces the
intensity of trailing edge vortices compared to baseline and cut-off propeller configu-
rations. As they are convected downstream, reduced noise levels are perceived near
downstream observer locations. This is also reflected in OASPL plot in Fig. 11 and
Table 5. However, the role of serrations in reducing noise levels are not effective for
the in-plane observer point and its immediate vicinity. This supports the fact that dipole
sources resulting from oscillating surface pressure distribution on the propeller are the
main sources of noise at these locations. Furthermore, based on numerical investiga-
tions, there seems to be an optimal serrated configuration corresponding to (k/h = 1)
which can reduce downstream noise levels from 2.3 to nearly 5 dBA. Further
numerical investigations will be conducted in future to substantiate the above fact. The
amplitude and spacing of serrations play a crucial role in controlling the intensity of the
Fig. 10. Isosurface plotted at Q criterion of 2, superimposed with pressure contour of the a)
baseline, b) cut-off and c) k/h = 1 propellers at time = 0.24T and 0.88T. Circle regions denote
differences.
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shed vortices, especially those shed from the blunt roots of the serrations. This is
possibly one of the reasons why the noise levels begin to increase beyond an optimal
spacing of serrations [22, 23]. For instance, the noise levels begin to increase for
k/h < 0.75. Therefore, the effect of introducing serrations at the trailing edge eventually
results in lower noise levels by enhancing the bypass transition to turbulence, compared
to conventional transition to turbulence through laminar boundary layer.
Table 5. Comparison of OASPL values (dBA) at various locations for baseline and serrated
5030 propellers at 9000 rpm.
Propeller Angle CS_0 CS_1 Experiment
Baseline 0 65.85 71.18 67.17
30 66.44 69.92 –
45 66.07 70.12 67.68
60 65.86 – –
90 66.33 – 65.21
Cut-off 0 67.78 71.23 68.49
30 67.03 70.28
45 65.85 69.31 69.37
60 65.05 –
90 65.71 – 66.36





SR - 1 (k/h = 1) 0 65.63 65.65 68.94
30 67.12 66.52
45 67.57 67.56 67.33
60 66.57 –
90 64.94 – 63.48
SR – 0.75 (k/h = 0.75) 0 66.13 69.25 69.87
30 65.79 68.65
45 66.54 68.39 67.42
60 67.15 –
90 66.15 – 66.04
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations
Results show that when the serrated propellers are compared to the cut-off propeller, it
is a decrease of 2.7% to 11.7%. There is a general trend of lower acoustic noise. The
optimum case lies in the k/h = 1 case, whereby while there is only a small change in
the thrust, it can have up to 5 dB decrease in acoustic noise. These results demonstrated
that serrations can be used to lower the noise level of propeller. More importantly, we
have created a computational framework that links the numerical solver to the acoustic
solver (based on FWH methodology) to study acoustic performance of propellers. This
will be very useful for the systematic testing of future bio-mimetic propeller designs.
For the aero-acoustic part, the results show that the present solver can capture the
tonal frequencies occurring at the harmonics of the blade passage frequency. The
broadband components of the sound spectrum associated with small scale turbulent
velocity fluctuations cannot be captured since the CFD solver is based on an incom-
pressible flow averaged Navier Stokes equation.
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Abstract. The development of supercomputing technologies has
enabled a shift towards high-fidelity simulations that is used to com-
plement physical modelling. At the Technology Centre for Offshore
and Marine, Singapore (TCOMS), such simulations are used for high-
resolution investigations into particular aspects of fluid-structure inter-
actions in order to better understand and thereby predict the generation
of important flow features or the complex hydrodynamic interactions
between components onboard ships and floating structures. In addition,
by building on the outputs of such simulations, data-driven models of
actual physical systems are being developed, which in turn can be used
as digital twins for real-time predictions of the behaviour and responses
when subjected to complex real-world environmental loads. In this paper,
examples of the high-resolution investigations, as well as the development
of digital twins, are described and discussed.
Keywords: Maritime and offshore · Digital twin · Deepwater ocean
basin · Autonomous vessel
1 Introduction
The maritime and offshore industries are transforming to improve efficiency,
safety and sustainability. With the advancement of sensing, computational and
communication technologies, engineers are now able to gain better insights into
how ships and offshore structures respond when subjected to environment loads.
This enables better risk management and reduces downtime. The ability to carry
out full-order simulations of fluid-structure interactions with higher fidelity, also
enables us to attain deeper insights into the complex flow processes that may be
present in scaled model tests. Concurrently, there is a push towards harnessing
data in order to evolve digital twins of physical systems that can be used for the
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performance prediction of assets such as ships and offshore structures, as well as
systems such as TCOMS’ deepwater ocean basin (DOB) facility.
In this paper, the preliminary efforts using Harmonic Polynomial Cell (HPC)
method to develop high-fidelity numerical models are described. The first exam-
ple is to create a digital twin of the TCOMS’ deepwater basin facility. The
movement of wave paddles, the generated wave components, as well as the fully-
nonlinear interaction between those wave components are modelled and simu-
lated. High-fidelity simulations are carried out to investigate the potential onset
of small-scale flow phenomena that may arise from the wave paddle mechanisms
and the influence on the quality of generated waves. In the meantime, the appli-
cation of parallel computations on evaluating the hydrodynamics of autonomous
vessels is discussed. The objective is to develop a digital twin of the vessel for
testing and implementing remotely-operated and autonomous navigation control
systems and algorithms. The two series of work will be integrated into TCOMS’
cyber-physical modelling framework later on, and to be coupled with physical
model tests of marine structures. This is expected to generate new insights into
the behaviour of marine systems in real operating environments.
2 Digital Twin of a Large-Scale Wave Basin
Ships and offshore structures need to be designed for high sea states where the
predominant forcing is due to wave loading. Mooring line failures arising from
large-amplitude slow drift motions, under-deck slamming due to vanishing air
gap and wave-overtopping are possible scenarios that may require investigations.
Due to their large displaced volume of offshore floating structures, the wave loads
are dominated by inertial effects with viscous processes playing a secondary role.
It is thus reasonable to use a physical wave basin facility to carry out scaled-down
experiments based on Froude similarity to estimate the hydrodynamic loads and
responses of these structures.
Within the context of the linear potential flow theory, the boundary ele-
ment method (BEM) in frequency-domain has been widely applied, and it is the
most efficient because the unknowns are only distributed over the mean wetted
hull surface with the utilization of Green’s identity. In the fully-nonlinear free-
surface flow problems, however, the computational time and memory required by
the BEM solving in time-domain increase strongly as the number of unknowns
increases because the coefficient matrix for the unknowns is full. [11] argue that
a field-solver based on the finite element method (FEM) is faster than the BEM
for solving the wave-making problem because a sparse matrix is involved in the
solution. The conventional BEM involves quadratic memory usage, O(N2), and
requires O(N2) operations for an iterative solver or O(N3) operations if a direct
method is used. Here, N is the number of unknowns; thus, large-scale storage and
inefficient computation are considered bottleneck problems in the conventional
BEM.
In order to enhance the investigation of the fore-mentioned hydrodynamic
phenomena and facility better understanding of the underlying flow physics, a
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high-fidelity numerical wave tank has been developed to augment the physical
deepwater ocean basin (DOB) in TCOMS. The numerical wave tank has the
same dimensions (60 m × 48 m × 12 m) as the DOB and is similarly equipped with
numerical representations of hinged-flap wave paddles on two sides. This allows
us to simulate the wave generation, as well as the wave propagation across the
domain of the DOB. A potential-flow based Harmonic Polynomial Cell (HPC)
method, which is a numerical solver with accuracy higher than third order, is
used [10].
A three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz is defined with the
Oxy plane coinciding with the undisturbed free surface and Oz axis orienting
positively upwards. The fluid domain is discretised into overlapping hexahedral
cells with 26 grid points. The velocity potential within each cell is represented





where Pj (X,Y,Z) with j = 1, 2, . . . , N mean harmonic polynomials associ-
ated with Legendre polynomials in a spherical coordinate system. Here, X, Y
and Z are local coordinates relative to the stencil centre. Because the harmonic
polynomials satisfy the Laplace equation naturally, there is no need to impose
the Laplace equation. By imposing Eq. (1) on the 26 stencil points, one can
obtain a linear equation system in the form of:
[A] · {b} = {Φ} with Ai,j = Pj (X,Y,Z) , i = 1, 2, . . . , 26 (2)
Here, N is not necessarily equal to 26. If N < 26, the least square fitting can
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Equation (4) indicates that the velocity potential at any point in the cell can
be interpolated by the velocity potential on the surrounding nodes of the cell.





ViΦi with Vi = c1,i (5)
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On the solid boundaries, the Neumann-type boundary condition requiring









The HPC method will yield a sparse coefficient matrix with a maximum
band-width 27. On the solid boundaries, the Neumann-type boundary condition
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on z = E(x, y, t) (7b)
where E(x, y, t) represents the free-surface elevation.
In the time-domain HPC method, the Dirichlet-type condition is satisfied
via prescribing the velocity potential and elevation on the free surface. A semi-
Lagrangian scheme is used to track the free surface. The explicit fourth-order
Runge-Kutta scheme is used to integrate the boundary conditions Eqs. (7a) and
(7b) to update the potential and elevation of the free surface at each time step.
To ensure stability, a Savitzky-Golay filter [9] is used to remove possible saw-
tooth waves.
In contrast to the industry-standard Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
solvers, such as Star-CCM+, Fluent and OpenFOAM, which solves the Navier-
Stokes equations and the Poisson equation for pressure, there is only one
unknown (velocity potential) on each node in the present HPC method com-
pared to four unknowns (three velocity components and pressure) in the CFD
solvers. Therefore, the present HPC solver is relatively efficient.
To give an example, Fig. 1 shows a snapshot of wave field with heading angle
45◦ for a rectangular wave basin with dimension of 30 m× 30 m × 4 m. The same
numerical domain was used to investigate the physics of spurious waves generated
by a row of wave paddles, for more details see [5]. In this numerical example,
there are roughly 1.6 × 107 unknowns and the non-zero elements in the sparse
matrix will be up to 4.24×108. In order to capture the important flow physics as
much as possible, paddle movements are accounted for - this requires updating
meshes attached to paddles at every time step.
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Fig. 1. Snapshot of wave field with heading angle 45◦.
When numerically implementing the HPC method, the local coefficient
matrix with dimension 26× 26 was solved by the Linpack library, and the global
sparse matrix was solved by the GMRES solver within Portable, Extensible
Toolkit for Scientific Computation (PETSc) library [1]. The computation was
conducted on the platform of National Supercomputing Centre (NSCC) with
CPU of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v3 @ 2.60 GHz, and a total of 5 nodes
at 24 cores per node were used. It takes 23s to run each time step, and the
efficiency is acceptable for the present application using the NSCC facilities.
Nevertheless, the computational load for the numerical DOB is still non-trivial
due to the large size of the domain being modelled. The method shows a great
ability to resolve small scale wave features which are important to understand
the remaining uncertainties inherent in the simulations.
3 Investigation of Gusset Effect in Between Wave Paddles
The DOB uses a dry-back wave paddle system, where gussets are used between
the individual paddles to prevent water from entering the rear side of the pad-
dles. Given that there will be a small amount of water trapped in the groove
formed by the gusset, it is of interest to investigate whether there are any ‘jet-
ting’ effects arising from the movement of the paddles as they generate waves,
and whether there are higher harmonic wave components arising from the gap
between paddles, which may affect the quality of the underlying generated waves.
CFD analysis is used to investigate this phenomenon and to quantify whether
the ripples or ‘jetting’ effects could affect the shape of the underlying generated
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waves downstream of the wavemaker. Figure 2(a) shows the initial set up of two
wave paddles and a layout of a gusset between two adjacent paddles and ripple
strips. Figure 2(b) illustrates the shape and different parts of the gusset.
Fig. 2. (a) Initial set up of two paddles and a gusset/ripple strip layout between the
adjacent paddles. (b) The shape and different parts of the gusset.
The gusset is modelled and simplified for CFD simulations. Bolts, nuts, wash-
ers and other joining mechanisms are removed and the geometry of the rubber
bladder is modelled using a B-Spline curve to fit the manufacturer’s require-
ments. The gap is intended to be as small as possible and there is an overlap in
the ripple strip in the manufactured geometry. However, during operation, the
forces acting on the flexible ripple strips create a gap due to the deformation.
In these simulations, the gap is modelled at a constant width of 5 mm. The
wave paddles are modelled with mesh morphing using the B-Spline morphing
method [4]. The paddle motion is generated using a first-order (linear) wave
paddle signal.
The simulation solves Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations by using
the concept of a turbulent eddy viscosity prescribed by the Boussinesq approxi-
mation. This is achieved via k−ω SST model by solving the transport equations
of turbulent kinetic energy, k and specific dissipation rate, ω [7]. The air-water
interface is captured using a Volume of Fluid (VoF) method where the distri-
bution of phases and the position of the interface are described by the fields of
phase volume fraction. A high order interface capturing (HRIC) method is used
to mimic the convective transport of immiscible fluid components such as air
and water [8].
The computational requirements to simulate the gusset effects are extensive,
due to the following considerations:
– Requirement of very fine mesh in and around the gusset and gaps to resolve
the local flow features;
– Requirement of fine mesh at free surface to resolve the higher harmonic wave
components;
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– Requirement of moving mesh - rigid body motion to simulate paddle flapping
motion; and
– High fidelity spatial and temporal discretisation.
For the cases presented in this paper, the mesh size for the computation is
14.4 million cells. The simulation was run on National Supercomputing Cen-
tre (NSCC) compute nodes equipped with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v3
2.60 GHz, and a total of 5 nodes at 24 cores per node were used. This amounted
to a total of 120 CPU cores running the simulation. The total compute time for
each time step of 0.001 s and 5 inner iterations for the pressure–velocity coupling
took approximately 3.6 s and the simulation was run for 30 s.
Preliminary results from a simulation of a row of 6 paddles with 5 gussets in
between the paddles are shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that the combined effect
of the gusset and ripple strips produce scattering (ripple) of higher harmonic
wave components, similar to Huygens principle.
Closer examination of the higher harmonic wave components is conducted by
looking at the simulated surface elevation (wave) - time series at several locations
along the centreline of the computational domain. Figure 4 shows the results
at three locations (0.05 m, 0.1 m and 0.7 m downstream of the wave paddles).
It can be observed that the higher harmonic wave components decay rapidly
within 0.7 m of advection along the tank. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
presence of such higher harmonic waves do not alter the form of the underlying
primary waves downstream of the wave paddles. It is important to note that high
resolution computations are required to adequately resolve the fine flow details
of interest. Therefore the capabilities afforded by NSCC are essential to achieve
the outcome through adequate computational power.
4 Digital Twin of Marine Vessel for Remote and
Autonomous Navigation
The maritime industry evolves quickly towards remotely controlled and
autonomous vessels for more reliable and sustainable missions. This transfor-
mation is driven partly by the digitalisation trend, involving sensing, big data
and deep learning analytics, and partly by the need to reduce the operating cost
of manning a vessel. The marine autonomous surface vessel (MASS) technologies
adopted as of this date are typically rely on situational awareness and predic-
tive analytics methods in relatively calm sea-states. One of TCOMS’ missions
is to carry out further investigations and gain deeper understanding of MASS
hydrodynamic response in challenging sea-states, essentially the manoeuvrabil-
ity of vessels under the disturbance of wind, waves and currents. This enables
the development of the hydrodynamic digital twin for smart vessels, in terms
of providing accurate projection of their future states and therefore improves
the effectiveness of steering actions, particularly for route planning and collision
avoidance.
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Fig. 3. Snapshot of a wavefield produced from a row of wave paddles.
Fig. 4. Simulated surface elevation (or waves) - time series at three locations down-
stream of the wave paddles (0.05 m, 0.1 m and 0.7 m) along the centreline of the com-
putational domain.
In order to capture vessel’s seakeeping and manoeuvring behavior, and the
non-linear interactions between hull, propellers, rudder and environmental loads,
we adopted the unsteady RANS-based CFD computations, applying the overset
grid technique to solve for the fluid flow pressure distribution, resulting force
and hence 6-DoF global motions of the vessel. The conservation equations of
mass and momentum are discretised using the Finite Volume Method (FVM).
Often, a significant number of grid points (6.0 M–15.0 M) is required to resolve
the complex physical shape of ship hull and its appendages, as well as the sharp
interface between water and air over a sufficiently large volume. Simulations as
such can only be carried out by parallel computations with hundreds of CPUs
under the MPI communication protocol, which are accessible from NSCC.
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CFD computations carried out in this section share the common assumption
of incompressible Newtonian fluid properties. The conservation equations for
mass, momentum and energy are used in their integral form as the mathematical
basis. The fluid is regarded as a continuum, which assumes that the matter
is continuously distributed in space. The concept of continuum enables us to
define velocity, pressure, temperature, density and other important quantities
as continuous functions of space and time. When solving high Reynolds number
problems, turbulence has to be considered, and to fully resolve the turbulent flow
physics with Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS), grid size close to Kolmogorov
scale (in micrometer) is necessary. However, this is considered to be unrealistic
for ship hydrodynamic applications where the domain size is usually in hundreds
of meters. Therefore, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) is introduced to
simplify the calculation of turbulence quantities. The generic transport equation
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where φ stands for the transported variable such as velocity potentials, Γφ is
the diffusion coefficient and qφS and qφV stand for the surface exchange terms
and volume sources, respectively. The momentum and energy equations can also
be written in the discrete form to facilitate the numerical solution. The closure of
the transport equation is by the k −ω SST turbulence model [7]. Terms in Eq. 8
can be replaced by the turbulence kinetic energy k and the specific dissipation
rate ω in Table 1. Details of the closure coefficients and the auxiliary relations
can be found in the above mentioned literature.
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The FVM method of descretisation is applied to solve for the numerical
solution of the transport equations. The solution domain is discretised by an
unstructured mesh composed of a finite number of contiguous control volumes
(CVs) or cells. Each control volume is bounded by a number of cell faces which
compose the CV-surface and the computational points are placed at the center
of each control volume. The discretisation of each particular term in Eq. 8 is
summarised in Table 2.
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It is noted the pressure does not feature in the continuity equation of incom-
pressible fluid which therefore cannot be directly used as an equation for pres-
sure. A possible way around this problem is to solve the momentum and continu-
ity equations simultaneously in a coupled manner. The strategy adopted in most
of our unsteady computations to resolve the pressure-velocity coupling is based
on the PIMPLE algorithm, a combination of Pressure Implicit with Splitting
of Operator (PISO) and Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations
(SIMPLE) [2]. The computation of pressure-velocity coupling normally takes a
significant amount of CPU power especially for cases with large amount of grids.
Table 2. Discretisation schemes of individual term from the transport equation

































qφV dV Mid-point approximation
Computations carried out under this part of scope focus on evaluation of
the manoeuvring and seakeeping performance of the MASS. One of the most
computational intensive cases is to compute the free running dynamic manoeu-
vres under self-propelled conditions. The simulation mesh normally consists of
several layers and hierarchies of overset grids, to resolve the motions of pro-
pellers or thrusters meanwhile capturing the ship dynamics. A typical case as
demonstrated in Fig. 5 consists of a number of grid around 10.0 M. The time-
step for the computation to march forward has to be sufficiently small to solve
for the propeller blade rotational motion. Pressure over the ship’s hull and its
appendages are integrated to a force and moment matrix and feed into the 6-
DoF motion equations of the vessel with respect to its centre of gravity. The
solved ship motions are inherited to the overset region of the computational
domain at each time step, and perform hole-cutting, and flow interpolation
between reconstructed stencils. The MASS self-propulsion case in Fig. 5 utilised
600 CPUs on NSCC, and was computed for 120 h to produce a simulation of
vessel motions lasts 60 s. The simulation provides a full-order prediction of the
vessel’s states (motions & velocities) over time when it is undertaking prescribed
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steering actions. System identification techniques such as the Support Vector
Machine [6] and the Extended Kalman Filter [12] are intended to be applied on
the full-order CFD results to derive the mathematical model of the MASS.
Fig. 5. Free running manoeuvring simulation of a conceptual MASS featuring thruster
induced vortices and overset grid movement
The carried out computations also enable us to gain deeper understanding
of the MASS’ hydrodynamics under environmental disturbances. Figure 6 is one
of the cases we carried out to investigate the seakeeping behaviour of our MASS
design. The focus here is to evaluate the second-order mean drift force in surge
Fig. 6. Computation of TCOMS’ conceptual MASS design advancing in regular waves
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direction, which is also known as the wave added resistance. Both model and
full scale computations are carried out in order to minimise uncertainties of scale
effects. The numerical case consists 15.0M grids, and requires 600 CPUs to run
for 5–7 days for each scenario.
Another aspect that is vital for the development of MASS hydrodynamic
digital twin is the mathematical model of the azimuth thrusters, which is repre-
sented as torque and thrust curves under a variety of inflow conditions. Figure 7
presents the attempts we made for quantifying the thruster performance through
RANS based CFD simulations. A typical CFD computation here consists of 4.0
to 5.5M mesh grids, and normally runs on 120 CPUs for approximately 24 h of
wall time. More parametric studies will be carried out in near future to capture
more complex flow physics involved in hull-thruster and thruster-thruster inter-
actions. Studies on how to optimise the grid and domain discretisation while
retaining the required accuracy of the solutions are ongoing to ease the compu-
tational burden as much as possible.
Fig. 7. Computation to evaluate the performance of TCOMS’ generic design of azimuth
thrusters
5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have provided examples of how high-fidelity simulations of
fluid-structure interactions are used to investigate the complex wave generation
and interaction in the TCOMS DOB, the small-scale ‘jetting effects’ and the
possible generation of undesirable higher-harmonic waves. The former example
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can be considered to be an initial effort into the creation of a digital twin of
the wave basin facility, complemented by the deeper understanding local flow
phenomena provided by the latter. These efforts, together with other research
and development work being undertaken at TCOMS, will pave the way towards
the development of a coupled numerical-physical modelling capabilities.
We have also described the digital twinning of MASS through the use of full-
order CFD simulations, where the seakeeping and manoeuvring characteristics
of vessel, as well as the propulsive performance of the thrusters are captured.
This effort will be extended in the coming months to include parametric studies
to account for interactions between each of the two thrusters, as well as between
the thruster and the ship hull. Outputs from the parametric studies and the
simulations of the full vessel model will subsequently be used to evolve data-
driven models that will enable real-time predictions of how the MASS will behave
and respond under various control inputs and environmental conditions. This is
necessary for the development of autonomous navigation systems that is able
to accurately steer the vessel along the planned route, under the influence of
environmental loads and in tight operational scenarios.
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Abstract. A resource-constrained HPC system such as the Comput-
ing and Archiving Research Environment (COARE) facility provides a
collaborative platform for researchers to run computationally intensive
experiments to address societal issues. However, users encounter job pro-
cessing delays that result in low research productivity. Known causes
come from the limited system capacity and the relatively long and rarely
modified default walltime. In this study, we selected and characterized
real HPC workloads. Then, we reviewed and applied the recommended
runtime or walltime-based predictive-corrective scheduling techniques to
reduce long job queues and scheduling slowdown. Using simulations to
determine walltime scheduling performances on environments with lim-
ited capacity, we proved that our proposed walltime correction, especially
its simple version, is enough to increase scheduling productivity. Our
experiments significantly reduced the average bounded scheduling slow-
down in COARE by 98.95% with a predictive-corrective approach, and
99.90% with a correction-only algorithm. Systems with large job diver-
sity as well as those comprising of mostly short jobs significantly lowered
delays and slowdown, notably with walltime correction. These simulation
results strengthen our recommendation to resource-constrained system
administrators to start utilizing walltime correction even without pre-
diction to eventually increase HPC productivity.
Keywords: Resource-constrained environment · Walltime ·
Prediction · Correction · Job scheduling
1 Introduction
High-performance computing (HPC) systems comparable to the Computing and
Archiving Research Environment (COARE) [1] of the Department of Science and
Technology - Advanced Science and Technology Institute (DOST-ASTI) cater to
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data scientists and researchers who have growing demands for computing power.
In particular, COARE HPC users work on computationally intensive research
to address societal issues such as rice genome analysis for securing public health
nutrition [2] and flood hazard mapping for disaster preparedness [3]. These stud-
ies are relevant and applicable to highly urbanized areas. On the path to mod-
ernizing solutions to these pressing concerns, initiatives from several research
institutes in the country (in partnership with COARE) encounter hindrances in
their resources. COARE and similar facilities have capacity limitations because
of policy and budgetary constraints in operational and capital expenditures.
Especially for government research institutes, it may take a while to enact new
policy changes [4,5] and to add more compute and storage servers that must
undergo a notoriously long procurement process [6]. Thus, a shared environment
among researchers where they can collaborate and concurrently calculate solu-
tions to complex computing tasks is essential. Practicing resource management
or job scheduling enables this sharing. Improving job scheduling performance
then becomes crucial to optimizing the usage of resource-constrained HPC sys-
tems.
Such systems practice default job scheduling configuration with the wall-
time request (WTR) set to the maximum. Depending on the demand for longer
simulation, COARE sets a default WTR to 7 or 14 days for all jobs. System
administrators approximated this WTR setting based on the runtimes of the
first few jobs that had been submitted to the facility when its operations began.
The scheduler reads this walltime or kill time as the hard limit to process a
job to give way for other jobs to run. However, not all jobs take as long as the
estimated walltime to finish; most jobs need just under a day to complete. Fur-
thermore, COARE users rarely adjust their WTRs (see Sect. 3.1) and instead
use the default settings. This situation introduces inaccurate scheduling, which
hampers processing more jobs. Moreover, setting the walltime to the maximum
disables the backfilling of small and lower priority jobs [7]. From our analysis
of jobs submitted to COARE (detailed in Sect. 2), most of these encounter long
job queues to give way to higher priority ones that have huge computational
resource requirements to finish. This processing delay has been one of the most
pressing critical complaints of the COARE HPC users.
For years, several researchers continue to analyze and perform thorough
development of walltime-based scheduling to improve scheduling accuracy [8–
10]. In this work, we analyzed how COARE and other resource-constrained HPC
systems (defined in Sect. 3) can take advantage of existing predictive-corrective
WTR-based scheduling algorithms (expounded in Sect. 4). Specifically, we con-
tribute the following:
– walltime corrective algorithms even without prediction can reduce scheduling
slowdown and eventually eliminate unwanted job delays, and
– a simple version of walltime correction, a more practical approach than exist-
ing corrective algorithms that systems like COARE could immediately utilize.
We additionally developed a regression-based walltime prediction that considers
job size diversity and accounts more features not limited to the recommended
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CPU and walltime [11] to ensure finer predictions. After performing schedul-
ing simulations (Sect. 5) on identified real HPC workloads, our results (Sect. 6)
proved a significant increase in scheduling productivity. We conducted this study
to gain useful insights to revise current HPC operations policies not only for
COARE but to guide similar resource-constrained environments as well.
2 Productivity in Resource-Constrained HPC Systems
2.1 Job Delays
Of the total responses on DOST-ASTI COARE’s client satisfaction survey, 30.5%
have reservations on the performance and reliability of the service with the cur-
rent system. Not only is there a high demand for faster and larger computational
power, but there were also helpful comments on long job queues. In particular,
an end-user raised his concern about experiencing a one-week waiting time for
one of his jobs. A week’s time is the default walltime in COARE, which pri-
marily contributed to the long waiting time. About 99.5% of the total jobs from
COARE have waiting times of less than 3 days. These 198,386 jobs, however,
should not discount the 142 jobs that queued for more than 7 days, as depicted in
Table 1. These queued jobs generally had large CPU and memory requirements
that could not necessarily fit available nodes. If these large jobs have short run
times, more than 7 days of waiting could really be frustrating especially if the
user’s experiment is highly relevant in creating social impact.
Table 1. Distribution of jobs in COARE grouped according to their waiting time.





Upgrading the facility’s computational capacity faces challenges that require
careful planning to meet growing demands and adhere to existing policies.
Because of operational and capital cost restrictions for each fiscal year, the length
of time to acquire such equipment could render longer productivity delays or,
worse, obsolete hardware by the time it operates at the production level. Capac-
ity management, though recommended [6], is still an ongoing process and is yet
to be established in COARE. Given these limitations, it is imperative to find
ways to maximize usage with existing resources such as shortening job queues.
Reducing job delays requires implementing an accurate walltime scheduling.
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2.2 Walltime Accuracy Effect on Productivity
Since walltime is user-specified, walltime accuracy may depend on its closeness
to the actual runtime in terms of underestimates or overestimates. A job with
underestimated runtime gets paused or killed if the WTR is less than its actual
duration. Meanwhile, overestimation hinders the scheduler to correctly orga-
nize jobs because the compute nodes are already reserved for other jobs. This
situation is particularly evident when most or all WTRs are set to the maxi-
mum default timelimit [7], which resembles the case in COARE. Alike resource-
constrained systems suffer from inaccurate scheduling that leads to long queues.
Because of the limited hardware capacity and an increase in the number of
users, more jobs need to be processed in the same period, subsequently resulting
in even longer queues. These job delays imply an irony of performing high-speed
calculations, which defeats productivity. The length of a job correlates to the
user acceptance of the waiting time [12]. Hence, if most jobs have small resource
requirements and shorter runtimes get stuck in a long queue, their waiting time
consequently increases. This scenario then becomes unacceptable.
3 Understanding Real HPC Workloads
3.1 Walltime Charactertics
If we look closely, Fig. 1 shows that COARE is mostly comprised of fixed wall-
time requests at either 7 or 14 days, which demonstrate overestimates with the
maximum timelimit. Sizeable wide gaps between the actual runtime and the
WTR are observable. These differences cause scheduling walltime inaccuracies.
Though real and large computer systems from the Parallel Workloads Archive
[13] may not fully represent resource-constrained facilities, we used several of
these workloads in comparison to COARE’s that depict real-world scenarios
for reproducibility. Alternatively, we could use the simulated results from these
workloads to find out if correction-only WTR scheduling is sufficient and appli-
cable for large HPC systems. We selected workloads from the archive that are
similar to COARE, which comprise jobs with diverse or heterogeneous geome-
tries [14]. This heterogeneity is currently an architectural trend in HPC systems
[15].
A comparable workload is from the University of Luxembourg Gaia Cluster
[16], which also portrays differences between runtime and WTR but at mini-
mal distinction. MetaCentrum2 [17] has larger WTR and runtime gaps similar
to COARE’s but more accurate WTRs at the latter part. The CEA Curie sys-
tem [18] primarily consists of jobs having runtime and WTR difference slightly
distinguishable and within a day’s length. To extend our analysis to other possi-
ble HPC setups beyond the small heterogeneous systems, we consider the large
Curie workload and the homogeneous HPC2N Seth workload [19]. Further, with
the Gaia workload primarily composed of specialized biological and engineer-
ing computing experiments and the homogeneous Seth workload, these systems
may represent resource-constrained environments dedicated to specific scientific
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Fig. 1. Daily average job walltime requests and daily average job runtimes in various
real HPC systems.
applications. Less variation in the job sizes in a homogeneous workload could
mean similar experiments. As observed in Fig. 1, the Seth workload depicts an
ideal case of walltime estimates that are comparable to job duration.
3.2 Job Diversity and Walltime Scheduling
Job geometry or size refers to a combination of compute and walltime resources
[14]. Jobs with small geometry may consist of a few compute requirements and
short walltime while large ones may be composed of hundreds of CPUs and may
span for days. In Fig. 2, we characterized the jobs of each selected HPC workload
to give context on their job geometry distribution and to learn how this variation
in job sizes influences scheduling performance. We applied hexbin plotting of the
workloads, where each bin constitutes the number of counts for each number of
CPU and runtime combination as represented in the color bar for guidance.
These plots require logarithmic scaling of the bins to easily differentiate the
small jobs from the large ones. To elucidate further, small jobs take the bottom
left corner of the plot while longer jobs occupy the right side. This representation
allowed us to understand the implications of workload heterogeneity among HPC
clusters with respect to scheduling policies presented in Table 2.
The COARE workload (Fig. 2a), as well as the MetaCentrum2 (Fig. 2c), con-
sists of predominantly small jobs and notably long jobs with small CPU require-
ments and long runtime. With a relatively wide distribution of large or long jobs,
we can say that the COARE workload is highly heterogeneous or diverse. Also
heterogeneous, the Gaia workload (Fig. 2b) has a good concentration of jobs at
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2. Job size distribution of HPC workloads from (a) ASTI COARE, (b) UniLu
Gaia, (c) MetaCentrum2 and (d) HPC2N Seth where the color bar represents a scaled
count n of each hexbin, given by log10(n).
Fig. 3. Job size distribution of workload from CEA CURIE.
Table 2. Scheduling scenarios of predictive and corrective policies.
WTR policy Prediction Correction
user-estimate none user-estimates






the bottom and the left corner depicting small jobs mainly with a dispersed set
of long jobs. Similar to Gaia, the homogeneous Seth (Fig. 2d) has mostly short
jobs concentrated at the bottom left corner. On one hand, the expansive Curie
workload may have short jobs with less than a day’s duration but these jobs
have huge CPU requirements (Fig. 3). Given these workloads, we also must note
that results may vary from one workload to another [20].
Heterogeneity in a workload may decrease the job waiting time predictabil-
ity: the more diverse the job geometries, the harder it is to determine when jobs
would finish [14]. In an environment with high job diversity such as those in
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resource-constrained systems, there must be a way to refine scheduling require-
ments such as having accurate WTRs. To reduce long queues, accurate walltime
will enable the scheduler to precisely assign jobs to allocated nodes [21]. Thus
for heterogeneous workloads, developing accurate walltime prediction becomes
relevant in the scheduling performance.
4 Walltime-Based Scheduling
4.1 Walltime Prediction and Correction
The goal of WTR-based prediction is to generate walltime values close to the
actual duration for efficient scheduling. Prediction techniques along with correc-
tion and backfilling algorithms form a heuristic triple in walltime-based schedul-
ing [11]. Scheduling performance varies depending on the combination of algo-
rithms in the triple. As an illustration, if the runtime should reach the predicted
walltime and the job is not yet done, correcting the kill time will prevent pre-
mature job termination. Instead of letting the scheduler kill jobs based on user-
estimates, corrective techniques will automatically extend the walltime of jobs
either incrementally or by doubling its value before the kill time.
We derived combinations of predictive and corrective algorithms and com-
pared these to a user-estimate walltime request-based scheduling (see Table 2 for
a summary of scheduling scenarios). We define user-estimates as user-specified
approximates of their jobs’ runtime. The existing practice in HPCs similar to
COARE is to set user-estimate walltime request as the kill time.
The user-estimate scheduling has no predictive algorithm, but it allows the
user to indicate the job walltime. In the case of COARE, user-estimates are
generally the default WTR values. This prevents the continuation of jobs with
duration more than the walltime. If set too high relative to the mean dura-
tion of all jobs, the scheduler will fail to accurately estimate the length of jobs.
This will cause jobs to pile up leading to a long queue. To counter this inef-
ficiency, a walltime-based predictive approach empowers the scheduler to have
better foresight of each job’s probable duration and thus precisely assigns jobs
to appropriate resources. Prediction comes best with correction when avoiding
underestimated walltime.
In the third part of the triple, the scheduler backfills queued jobs to available
nodes. An efficient strategy is to backfill the shortest job first as it is with
the EASY++-SJBF [7]. Along with backfilling, the EASY++-SJBF implements
averaging the runtime of the previous two jobs of the same user to predict the
walltime and automatically increases the time limit to correct underestimates.
Because backfilling is already in effect in the COARE’s scheduler, we focused
on analyzing the triple’s prediction and correction parts (as in Table 2) and set
the backfilling configuration as fixed. We did this to differentiate and isolate the
scheduling improvements brought by walltime prediction and correction.
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4.2 User-Based Prediction
Another prediction method uses soft walltime estimates by taking as a factor
the most accurate walltime with respect to the previous job duration of the same
user [9]. If the posted walltime becomes underpredicted, the soft method then
kills the job once its runtime reaches the user estimate. Setting the predictor to
use the past 2 jobs as a reference would suffice [7] compared to considering all
past jobs’ duration.
While both EASY++ and soft techniques employ prediction, the accuracy of
the prediction becomes limited due to its user-based only characteristics. These
methods are dependent on the historical job duration of the same user. Predicting
the walltime on the assumption that users consecutively run the same experiment
fails to recognize that these jobs may have different lengths. Illustratively, if
the user sequentially runs a 2-h job and another at 16 h, how are we certain
that the next job is within their 9-h average? Correction (detailed in Sect. 4.4)
becomes helpful at this point as it extends the walltime should there be an
underestimation. This leads us to another question, how often does this case of
the same user with different jobs occur?
Upon inspecting the distribution of runtime per user in COARE, numerous
users have jobs of different lengths. Dissecting this distribution aids in analyzing
how runtime varies for every user.
Fig. 4. Runtime distribution of user37 and user67 in COARE.
Looking closely at the job runtimes of user67 in Fig. 4, around 80% of its jobs
were largely varying from 15 to 165 h. On the contrary, 65% of jobs submitted
by user37 had runtimes ranging at a narrow 15 to 25 h. From these observations,
we deduced that the prediction in EASY++ will be ineffective in user67 but will
yield more accurate WTR in user37. We cannot say the EASY++ prediction
would work properly if the user67 and the like scenario happens frequently.
For this study, we are curious on how effective predictive algorithms are in the
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scheduling process because if correction would always take place then this would
be enough and we no longer need to implement prediction.
4.3 User and Job-Based Prediction
The same user’s jobs that have similar characteristics may also have comparable
runtime though not necessarily submitted consecutively. To incorporate both
user and job-based prediction, an existing scheduling algorithm alerts users of
potential underestimates wherein the jobs are patterned on the runtime behavior
of other jobs from the same scientific application [10]. The premise of this algo-
rithm approximates the duration of jobs meant for solving a particular type of
differential equation problem the same runtime as future jobs of similar nature.
But this algorithm focuses on walltime underestimates only and would require
a large database of experiments and their runtime behavior that may result in
inefficient scheduling. Further, scientific applications vary from one computer
system to another. Other resource-constrained environments collaborating with
COARE either have specific patterns of experimental calculations or cater to
experiments that are as diverse as research from different scientific fields [2].
A numerical modeling type of problem has a myriad of resource requirements
and the extent of this variation must be carefully considered when adopting this
job-based prediction to actual HPC systems.
Narrowing the job-based prediction to available standard workload logs [13]
instead of depending on the jobs’ scientific application, a regression model can
consider CPU resource and walltime requests of each job. This method is dis-
tinctly relevant for those with large geometries as predicting this type of job
properly will lead to better scheduling performance [11]. Because most sched-
ulers rely on the CPU requirement, gauging other job features, such as burst
buffers when it comes to I/O intensive processing, can lead to improved per-
formance [22]. With the available parameters from the workload logs in mind,
we disregarded burst buffer then we accounted for other features such as mem-
ory size. As recommended [11], we developed a regression-based prediction of
runtime estimates suited for COARE with more features considered other than
CPU and WTR to ensure finer prediction accuracy.
We implemented our version of this prediction using the established
AdaBoost algorithm [23] in conjunction with decision trees to extract poten-
tial runtime in a regression manner (see Algorithm 1). Instead of utilizing both
squared and linear error functions as suggested [11], we applied the closely com-
parable AdaBoost, a commonly implemented and relatively accurate regression
model for prediction [24]. For every learning iteration m, the model equally
weighs WTR predictions made by fitting the decision tree regressor, ym(x),






i I[yi(xn) = hi(xm)], (1)
where h is an output hypothesis. AdaBoost works by tweaking these weights
resulting from the first learner depending on the error of prediction. The larger
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Algorithm 1. regression-based WTR policy using AdaBoost
Input: dataset of size n with feature space Xn and runtime Yn, weak learner decision
tree
Output: regression model F (x)
1: Initialize the data weights wn.
2: for m = 1 to M do
3: fit decision tree regressor ym(x) by minimizing weighted error function Jm
4: compute for the weighted training error εm








8: predict using the final model F (x) = sign(
∑M
m=1 αmym(x))
the prediction error εm, the smaller and more negative the weight wn becomes.
The predicted WTR is the weighted median prediction by the learners. In this
writing, we considered working on historical data from Xn features comprising
user, job runtime, and requested CPU and memory resources. In the instance
that a job continues to run within 60 s of the estimated WTR, the scheduling
invokes a corrective algorithm. A potential downfall of this regression technique
lies in the large historical data that the prediction has to always check which
could lead to an even greater slowdown.
If the same user adjusted the compute requirements of the same experiment
say requested for 60 CPUs instead, then the length of the new job’s duration will
most probably be different. The regression approach assumes that the same user
can run different experiments at various points in time, contrary to EASY++.
If the same user has another experiment with the same compute requirements,
specifically numerical modeling this time compared to last time’s statistical anal-
ysis, and the duration becomes 10 h, then prediction in the regression should still
be effective because duration is one of the assumed features and will correctly
classify the change as an entirely different experiment.
4.4 Correction
As indicated in Table 2, the predictive-corrective EASY++ [7] engages a tech-
nique to predict the runtime and then increments the walltime before the prema-
ture termination of jobs with underestimated walltime. Correction can be in the
form of user-estimates or doubling WTRs [11]. Another form is the power func-
tion 15× 2i−2, where i = 2, . . . , n minutes, as exercised in EASY++ and proven
to deliver more accurate WTRs than the other correction methods. Aside from
the power correction, we considered a simpler approach to correct the underes-
timated walltime. We invoked our version of an incremental walltime correction
called simple as soon as the current runtime of a job reaches 60 s before the set
walltime (see Algorithm 2).
The simple corrective method basically checks if a job is still running within
a minute of its set time limit. If it is, the scheduler will automatically extend the
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Algorithm 2. simple walltime correction
Input: job object instance job, user-estimate walltime wtr, job start time s, current
running time t
Output: updated walltime wtr
1: Query current running job by user job.user id.
2: while job.user id is running do
3: if wtr − t < 60 then
4: if 0 ≤ t − s ≤ 604800 then




walltime limit to 1 h. It continues to check and update the time limit until the
job completes or the hard time limit of 7 days is reached, whichever comes first.
Figure 5 details a comparison of the two corrective techniques and how fast
their correction would reach a job’s actual duration. Correction stops as soon as
the corrected walltime is greater than or equal to the runtime. At iteration 0,
WTRs of jobs are arbitrarily initialized to 2 h and 6 h. This headstart represents
the set walltime prediction before correction takes place. For an 8-h job, a 6-h
headstart is a closer prediction than 2 h. If prediction is more accurate, then
the simple method will approach the runtime sooner and will produce accurate
walltime scheduling. Conversely, if prediction is bad, the power method converges
faster with the actual duration.
Fig. 5. Walltime iteration comparison of the two correction methods with respect to
actual runtimes arbitrarily given 2-h (in black) and 6-h (in white) headstart.
To determine how correction-only algorithms perform compared to
predictive-corrective ones, we implemented the proposed simple and the power
correction WTR policies and assumed a default prediction of 10 min. Setting
prediction to this value invokes underestimation that should trigger correction.
Based on the runtime distribution of our identified workloads (see Fig. 6 and
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Sect. 3.1 for more information), most jobs are approximately less than 1 h. Thus,
to ensure underprediction takes place, we kept the default to 10 min instead of
1 h or 10 h or more.
Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution of jobs with respect to runtime of various real HPC
workloads.
Walltime underestimation from coarse-grained user-estimates is seen as the
primary source of scheduling inaccuracies [9–11,25]. Predicting walltime is like-
wise prone to error that correction could address. This strategy avoids lost
scheduling opportunities in overestimation and reduces the gap between the
user-estimates and the actual runtime. If the correction part is always taking
place, then we can disregard prediction and implement correction-only in the
scheduling. Moreover, if correction even without prediction improves scheduling
performance in resource-constrained facilities, then we can therefore solidify our
recommendation to adopt this policy to other similar HPC environments.
5 Experimental Setup
5.1 Workload Preparation
To demonstrate our idea, we performed simulations on the WTR policies
(Table 2) using several real HPC workloads. If we repeat the same test sce-
nario, simulation results will not converge [20]. Hence, to conduct reliable exper-
imentation, we tested the reproducibility of our assumptions by comparing job
traces from DOST-ASTI COARE to other computer systems from the Parallel
Workloads Archive [13]. Specifically, we implemented our theories by simulating
workloads from the UniLu Gaia (2014-2 logs [16]) and MetaCentrum2 (2013-3
logs [17]). We sampled the MetaCentrum2 workload to one month period of the
most recent jobs to simplify our simulations. These workloads are from heteroge-
neous systems similar to COARE’s. We additionally examined the workload from
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the CEA Curie (2011-2.1 cleaned logs [18]), likewise heterogeneous, which com-
prises of more than 93,000 CPUs that may not accurately represent a resource-
constrained environment. We regard the Curie system in our experiments since
it utilizes the same scheduler as COARE’s called Slurm (to be discussed in
Sect. 4.2). Including this workload in our experiments will help us understand
how large HPC systems influence predictive-corrective walltime scheduling per-
formance. Further, we considered the HPC2N Seth (using the 2002-2.2 clean ver-
sion [19]) to include homogeneous systems, expanding our simulations to other
probable HPC setup in terms of job size distribution. Table 3 illustrates selected
features of each computer system.
Table 3. Generic composition of real HPC workloads used in the experiments.
DOST-ASTI COARE UniLu Gaia MetaCentrum2 CEA Curie HPC2N Seth
No. of jobs (cleaned) 199, 054 51, 834 197, 368 11, 268 45, 333
No. of nodes 48 151 495 5, 544 240
No. of CPUs 2, 304 2, 004 8, 412 93, 312 240
Period (month) 12 3 1 1 12
There were specific workload anomalies that must be filtered [8] depending
on the system. For instance, the Curie workload log portion considered contains
jobs submitted only after February 2012. This takes into account the changes
made in the infrastructure design since 2011. In HPC2N Seth, we removed flurry
of very high activity by a single user, which constitutes more than 55% of the
whole log. Finally, we disregarded all jobs that ran for more than 7 days across
all HPC systems. These filters were generally applied to remove occurrences of
flurries that could introduce unwanted biases.
In aggregating our simulation results, we removed the first 1% of the simu-
lated jobs as prescribed [7]. This would help reduce the warm-up effects brought
about by the learning period at the start of the prediction algorithms.
As of this writing, the COARE workload log in SWF format as prescribed
[20] as well as other relevant scripts used in this work are available online [26].
5.2 Scheduling Simulator
The Slurm Workload Manager (Slurm) [27] is a widely adopted open-source
workload manager for various HPC environments. This tool facilitates the con-
current running of multiple experiments or jobs through a scheduling algorithm
to assign jobs to server nodes. Because COARE uses Slurm as its scheduler, we
performed our experiments using a Slurm simulator [28].
We adjusted the Slurm simulator source code to carry out either simple or
power correction algorithms, as required (see Table 2). Likewise, we modified the
Slurm configuration scripts to suit system setup such as nodes, processors and
memory specifications for each workload [1,16–19]. We selected appropriate data
fields from the SWF that are in congruence with the Slurm simulator and then
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converted it into CSV format. A pre-processing tool from the Slurm simulator
package would read the CSV file and then translate it into a binary equivalent
that the simulator will process.
The SWF, in an attempt to create a generalized workload format, considers
only bare minimum parameters. This discrepancy means that the Slurm sim-
ulator would require parameters, particularly the number of nodes (n-nodes)
and the number of tasks (n-tasks), that are not explicitly specified in workloads
in SWF. Closely related to these data fields, the SWF consists of number of
CPUs per job only and each workload generalizes the total system node count
information instead of node count per job. To supply the simulator with these
missing SWF parameters, we modeled a decision tree regressor (apart from the
one discussed in Sect. 4.3) according to COARE users’ behavior and fitted it to
relevant parameters in other workloads.
The decision tree regressor, which is a machine learning model, predicts val-
ues based on a logic-based tree structure [29], and is inherently non-parametric.
This means prediction would still be reliable even if the distribution is not nor-
mal. Compared to a single source of learning input with the traditional linear
regression, we utilized the decision tree logic to consider several features of the
workload format compatible with the simulator. Because the raw COARE work-
load log follows through Slurm accounting, it provides data fields congruent to
what the Slurm simulator requires. In this case, our input training data were
from the COARE workload, where we used the number of CPUs, required mem-
ory, WTR, and runtime as predictor variables. The regressor would learn from
the trend of the input training workload parameters based on the decision tree
logic to produce predictions of n-nodes and n-tasks.
Because COARE has a maximum of 48 CPUs per node, systems of less capac-
ity could still encounter inaccurate regressor predictions should the requested
number of nodes exceed the system’s limit. Based on the 48 CPU per node in
COARE, the regressor model would return 2 nodes only for a 96 CPU request
which a 36 CPU per node system would insufficiently service 72 CPUs at most.
To address this error, we divided the 96 CPUs by the system’s CPU per node
limit and used its ceiling result of 3 nodes instead.
Before running a simulation, we recompiled the simulator to read changes in
the source code, and then repopulated the database with the new configuration.
Upon generating a job trace file, we can then run an experiment to simulate the
scheduling process. Also, simulation time lags with respect to increasing node
count [28]. Therefore, we limited our analysis to shorter time ranges for some
workloads (as in Sect. 5.1).
5.3 Performance Metric
We utilized the average wait time metric to evaluate the effectiveness of each
scheduling policy, as is recommended to have better convergence [20]. The wait
time ω is equivalent to the absolute difference between the submit time (Tsubmit)
of a job to the time it starts running (Tstart) or |Tsubmit − Tstart|. Note that this
wait time is exclusive of the runtime and returns results in seconds. To better
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realize the delay effect on productivity, instead of seconds, we converted the
results into minutes in our analysis. Greater ω value means more job processing
delays, which consequently entails lowered user and system productivity.
To validate our results further, we used the average bounded slowdown













where R is the actual runtime, and τ is a threshold value, set to 10 s as generally
practiced. The max function guarantees that each job’s BSLD should be greater
than or equal to 1 to ensure boundedness in the results. The avgBSLD would
then result to a factor such that the greater its value, scheduling slows down
even more and likewise impedes overall HPC productivity.
6 Simulation Results Analysis
In this section, we consolidated the results of our simulations and analyzed
the WTR policies’ impact on resource-constrained HPC systems. Again, in
this paper, our goal is to evaluate the effectiveness of implementing predictive-
corrective scheduling to resource-constrained systems like COARE. We used this
evaluation to support our proposal that correction can independently reduce job
processing delays in terms of wait time and slowdown metrics. Because of the
accurate WTRs in Gaia, Seth, MetaCentrum2 and Curie, using the user-estimate
as the baseline for the other policies would lead to incomparable improvement
results. Instead, we compared these WTR policies from one another in all work-
loads.
6.1 Wait Time Performance
Upon comparing workloads from one another (Table 4), we can immediately
observe that the wait time performances among scheduling policies are not dis-
cernible enough to differentiate any improvement in COARE. We associate this
discrepancy from getting the mean of jobs which are mostly with less than 3
days wait time (in Table 1). To resolve this inconsistency, we considered looking
into the avgBSLD metric (to be discussed in Sect. 6.2).
Again, the sampled MetaCentrum2 workload used in the simulation
(Sect. 5.1) has more accurate user-estimates than COARE. Thus the improve-
ment in the other policies are at a minimum. All predictive-corrective policies
have less than 30 min of ω. A 30-min wait time is generally not deterrent to user
productivity compared to COARE’s waiting time range as depicted in Table 1.
The EASY++-simple ω of around 21 min considerably reduced waiting time at
most 7 min in comparison to the other WTR policies.
Also, keep in mind that Gaia and Seth workloads have similar job diver-
sity (Fig. 2) as well as closer WTRs to the actual duration compared to COARE
(Fig. 1). The predictive-corrective ω performance of the Gaia workload exhibited
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Table 4. Average wait time (in minutes) among workloads for each WTR policy.
DOST-ASTI
COARE
UniLu Gaia MetaCentrum2 CEA Curie HPC2N Seth
user-estimate 4.89 260.96 28.21 313.94 93.38
EASY++ (power) 5.01 289.54 28.09 234.94 111.13
EASY++ (simple) 4.88 185.93 21.50 237.62 108.66
regression (power) 4.95 247.22 25.68 183.37 53.09
regression (simple) 5.16 243.91 25.75 171.31 52.61
power 4.85 1,148.76 28.05 148.20 70.00
simple 4.90 1,137.67 26.93 151.41 59.63
interesting results where the EASY++ prediction produced a closer headstart
and elicited speedier approach to the actual duration with simple and lagged
with power. Regression is at a point where its prediction is not as accurate
as EASY++ but close enough to the actual runtime compared to those of the
plain corrective methods. The extremely negative simple and power correction
results in this workload showed the necessity for a more accurate walltime pre-
diction. We can observe the same pattern in the Seth’s wait time results but
the EASY++ yielded inaccurate predictions compared to regression and even in
correction. The EASY++ predictions cannot go below where a correction-only
algorithm started and thus resulted in walltime overestimation. Even if the jobs
are mostly short in these workloads, regression works best when the same user
runs consecutive jobs of different sizes. For resource-constrained systems with
job geometry distribution as Gaia and Seth, the simple correction along with an
appropriate prediction method can promise favorable results.
Meanwhile, the large Curie workload generated a sizeable wait time reduc-
tion for all policies. Again, regression produced more accurate predictions than
EASY++ because of the high variation among job sizes in the workload. Simple
and power correction methods in Curie were almost the same. Across all HPC
clusters in our experiments, the correction-only method in a large system pri-
marily composed of short jobs though big ones garnered the most distinguishable
improvement with a notable 160 min or 2.7 h reduced waiting time compared to
the user-estimate in the Curie workload.
6.2 Scheduling Slowdown
The wait time experiments generated varying outcomes across HPC systems. At
this point, the wait time metric is still insufficient to discern the differences from
one policy to another, particularly for COARE-like systems. Hence, we derived
the avgBSLD. Table 5 showcases the performance of predictive-corrective algo-
rithms across workloads and at a glance, simple and power corrective algorithms
produced the same outputs.
All workloads suffer heavy slowdown with walltime set to user-estimate com-
pared to predictive-corrective algorithms. Scheduling slowdown in COARE is
gravely around 29,447 avgBSLD. The implemented predictive-corrective policies
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consistently eliminated this severe scheduling slowdown in COARE by 98.95%,
and by 99.90% with a correction-only approach.
The heterogeneous workloads from COARE, Gaia and Curie measurably
improved with predictive-corrective scheduling. These workloads performed
noteworthy slowdown reduction with EASY++ and regression compared to
user-estimates. Between prediction algorithms, these HPC systems obtained an
increase in slowdown with regression compared to EASY++. Because of the
large number of jobs and the job size diversity in these workloads, prediction
may take much time and thereby contribute to a slowdown of less than 567
in regression. Correction-only policy remarkably removed scheduling slowdown
on these workloads. In large HPC systems like Curie, we recommend using a
corrective-only scheduling as this yielded more beneficial results than those with
prediction.
Wait time and slowdown results from the regression and corrective walltime
policies both agreed in Gaia. We can observe the same pattern in Seth. Though
EASY++ contributed the largest avgBSLD, we note that the user-estimate
policy in the Seth workload also has accurate WTRs. A 650 slowdown factor
is better than COARE’s extreme 29,447. For systems like Gaia and Seth that
are focused on specific scientific applications and composed of mostly short jobs,
applying correction techniques along with an appropriate prediction strategy
could greatly reduce scheduling slowdown and job processing delays.
The sampled portion of the heterogeneous MetaCentrum2 (described in
Sect. 5.1) had accurate user-estimates that are as comparable to those of Seth
and Gaia (refer to Fig. 1). Slowdown results in the user-estimate and predictive-
corrective approaches for MetaCentrum2 were almost the same. Correction out-
performed the other slowdown results from more than 739 to an improved 6
avgBSLD. Particularly for resource-constrained systems with large job diver-
sity, a correction-only walltime scheduling consistently guarantees reduced per-
formance slowdown.
Table 5. Average bounded slowdown among workloads for each WTR policy.
DOST-ASTI
COARE
UniLu Gaia MetaCentrum2 CEA Curie HPC2N Seth
user-estimate 29, 447 1, 182 806 958 637
EASY++ (power) 160 53 813 53 655
EASY++ (simple) 160 53 822 53 655
regression (power) 259 412 739 567 2
regression (simple) 259 412 739 567 2
power 30 5 6 19 16
simple 30 5 6 19 16
6.3 Results Synthesis
Understanding the characteristics of a resource-constrained system should lead
to effective implementation of walltime-based scheduling. While job dependen-
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cies [9] and interarrival times [30] may have an effect on WTR accuracy, we
leave this for future work. Instead in this study, we focus on analyzing the work-
loads along with the wait time and slowdown metrics to shed light on which
WTR policy works best. Performing any predictive-corrective technique could
immensely reduce delays from using user-estimates only. Resource-constrained
environments similar to COARE, especially those with highly varying job size
distribution, should start practicing walltime correction in their scheduling. The
same goes for workloads consisting of mostly short jobs that could be catering
to specific research applications. Adding prediction in these types of systems
would slightly reduce scheduling slowdown up to 822 across all workloads. Thus,
we suggest that walltime correction without prediction, particularly our simple
version, is enough and more practical to implement in the production level.
7 Conclusion
Challenges in resource-constrained HPC systems such as COARE could be ini-
tially addressed with proper implementation of appropriate walltime prediction-
correction scheduling. In this study, scrutinizing workload characteristics is
essential to discern system-appropriate walltime policies. Systems with large job
size diversity such as COARE produced desirable scheduling slowdown reduc-
tion with predictive-corrective algorithms and remarkably in our proposed simple
corrective-only approach. We can now apply a walltime corrective-only schedul-
ing policy in the upcoming production release of COARE’s new HPC cluster.
Resource-constrained environments similar to COARE can correspondingly fol-
low through the evaluation process in this paper to fit their workload conditions
and more importantly practice walltime correction even without prediction.
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